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Women's Studies

Sex role stereoh ping is the problem to %%Inch
%%omens studies is part of the solution As c lions
to eliminate sex role stereot), ping in the school
base gained momentum over the past few ears.
the meanings attached to the, term -women's
studies- have increased This book is designed to
help educators decide what % omen's studies
should consist of in their school systems

Women's Studies advocates the teaching of the
changing roles of men and women because they 4f.

are a fact of modern life. and dies )sill have an im-
pact on the wa), in w Inch today's students define
their world. A major long-term goal of women's
studies as a separate topic may he to create its imn
obsolescence When textbooks and materials in
schools do not, reflect a stereotyped image of e,

sex, and when courses of studs and extracurricular
acts hies do not harbor untied) mg as sell as overt
assumptions about the sex roles, then %somen's
studies as a special topic of discus,ion sill not be
so urgent

It 'omen's Strube, gi% es separate consuleratior,
to K-12 programs. and higher education ap-
proaches The authors discuss the need for change
in the sex roles. the theory and practice of sex role
des elopment. and present -A Neu Model- Aith
suggestions for its III1 plemen t a t ton Direct and in-
direct examples are offered for each specific cur-
riculum area

This report in VI: Det c/opments in
Classroom Instruction series is Gail Thomas
M clam. Planomg Coordinator for the 'Ntink for
Postsecondars Maiming for the \ oetraditional
Learner in loss a and John W NIcLure \ssok late
Protessw in Film:alum The t nixersits of low a
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1. Introduction: Women's Studies K-12

This hook is focused on the curriculum changes needed to
eliminate sex role stereotypes and on a nes% model for achiesing
psychological androgy n% by means of ss omens studies The
achiesement of psychologieJ andiogy ny a climate in 55 Inch men
and %%omen 55 ill be able to deselop freely ssithout the inhibitions
and constraints of sex rolesis our underlying concern.

As efforts to eliminate sex role stereotyping in the schools base
gained momentum user the past fess years. the meanings attached
to the term ''ss omen's studies- base increased. Therefore this book
is designed to help educators decide %%bat ss omen's studies should
consist of in their school systems.

Women's studies are not limited to a studs of the history of
vs omen Nor are they made up of content stnetly for ss omen.

AVomen's studies not only may but should be taught for boys as ssell
as girls. by men as %sell as ss omen

Wonien's studies are not a fad any more than predominantly
male history or % ocational training for boys has been a fad thang-
ing roles of men and 55 omen should be taught because they are a
fact of modern life that has an impact on the ss ay in which today's
students define their ss odd We ,..nnot dictate today the relation-
ship betsseen the sexes tomorross. but sse can equip students to
think about the kind of relationships they ssould like and the degree
of androgyny nearest to the ideals of democracy We can help them
an -'I; ze the tradition that has kept \sumer) in loss-paying. loss-status

jobs. that has presented all but the most talented %%OMNI from
developing self-confidence and self-esteem, and that has
contributed to ss omen's feelings of pays erlessness and self-sacri-
fking passivity We can portray a more realistic %less of %%omen's
potential and of their past contributions

Every boy and girl should see reality in school activities Brainy
about %semen's lives in history has been missing Men's and
%%omen's lives are changing in haste %%ass, and the changing reality

6
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should be reflected in school-related activities Girls should
experience parent and teacher expectations for their futures in as

great diversity as boys. The should des clop interests to match their
individual aptitudes instead of their genderinterests that extend
to mathematics, science, political sew rice, mechanics, meth 'Me,

engineering, and lass Girls should experience positive re arc's and
reinforcement from their peers ,arid significant adults for their par-
ticipation in activities atypical of \sone!) They should learn to be

assertive. to be comfortable with the prospect of sharing household

chores and child rearing, and to see multiple hfe-st les from which
to choose

Boys should learn about nurturanc.% family hs mg, and nutrition,
and they should learn to feel comfortable with the expression of a

wider range of emotions. Boys should learn to view wonwn and girls

in a positive light, seeing females individuals ss ho have a diversity
of Interests, abilities, and s clues, and ss ho share equal rights and ex-
pectations in career planning Boy s should have freedom from sanc-

tions against their participation in activities previously considered
atypical for their sex, ind they should learn to acknowledge and ap-
preciate intelligence in girls Males should be encouraged to derive

some of their sense of personal identity from healthy human rela-
tionships, from hobbies, and from domestic skills as well as from

career oricntat.ons
We can facilitate the grow th of both sexes toward greater

development of their ow n unique c4,pabilities rather than tow ard
those traits previously viewed as acceptable only for one sex or the

other Conformity to sey role standards has limited both sews in
thew. repertoire of appropriate {wilds nirs and responses and limited

self - expression to stereotyped patterns Women's studies should en-

courage boys and girls to acquire character traits and to respond to
situations in ways that promote effective results and contribute to

self-esteem
Women's studies cannot be adequately taught without recogniz-

ing that women often face riot only sex discrimination but also op-
pression or exclusion of some other type as well .1 critical feature of
women's studies is the Os crlap 55 ith studies of racial, 011 ie. and

minority groups. including the handicapped and the oppressed
Cultural patterns affect women differently from one group to
another. set each contains man) useful and powerful analogies for

women Gunnar NI. rdal recognized this fact years ago in his classic
work, An American Dilemma, on the Black American experience'

$
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introductuni

As students become :mare of the general s% a% S m %%Inch their own
lives are affected in se\ role stereobipes, ties will he better
equipped to understand the subtle ss.ns in s% Inch sets roles differ
among various cultural groups These different cultural groups min
begin t heir pursuit of pss etiological androgens front different
points, move at different speeds, use different ritit hods, and achieve
varying results, but the promise of fuller, richer, and freer Ines is the
same

What :lre Women's Studies 12:'

It is easier to define \\ omen's studies On the college level than
ss omen's studies K-12 At the ,college lesel seamen's studies are
Courses, or programs of studs, about the !doors, somologs, eco-
nomies, and s\ elfare of ss omen, usualls rn the contest of strategies
for improving the status of ss omen and for eliminating se. role
stereotypes t the secondars les el such units and courses also esnt,
and there are related ICSSOIC, at the elementars lesel

But though t his kite of curriculum fortes a %ers significant part
of women's studies K-12, it does not form the ss hole Grade school
and secondars students participate In a far more ailed instructional
process than college students Students K-12 learn not Just front
lessons specificalls designed to teach students about the roles and
contributions of \\ omen The also learn about the status of ss omen
and girls front the attitudes of their teachers; from COWS(' regil Ire-
Ineilts, from staffing patwrns in the schools. from special recogni-
tions and encouragements, and front Ow differential treatment of
males and females in all school activities and materials

Students learn from direct teaching about the changing roles of
hot h sews and ses role stereots ping, and such direct teaching
should be a part of even teacher s lesson plans and ever\
counselor's group guidance sessions But direct teaching ssill not
suffice if Indirect messages about the role and status of ss omen belie
these messages

Unless 5\ omen are port ras ed ni elenlen t ars science books as mak-
ing valuable eontributions to that field, a course at high whim'
which calls attention to such contributions ma\ base little impact in
encouraging girls to consider careers in science If social studies
teachers ackno\dedge the role of \\ omen in SOCHI old\ in a
women's studies coarse, ties ma\ mad\ ertentls accord ss omen the
status of a special interest group icquiring a modicum of attention in

9
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a discipline Inch often. Ise deals s ith more important matters
The content of %%omn's studies etas fall upon unrecepthe ears if it
is presented 0111 m a special course or Unit S011ieA here prior to
graduation

Women's studiec, then should appear as direct teaching and
counseling, but perhaps men more important!), the should also

appear as indirect lean rig studies are both curricular and
extracurricular studies and act is Ries, and the) must be comprehen-
sixe because all aspects of the school experience are affected.
Women's studies K-I2 should be careful!) integrated into all seg-
ments of the curriculum, into teacher behasior, into guidance
procedures, and into adniinistratise poke) Women's studies K-I2
should be s0 %%ell integrated into instructional procedures and
school policies that students sill seldom be able to recognize that a
special eifort had to be made to damns ledge the other half of the
human race

Women's studies ma) include

I A discussion 111 an eighth grade industrial class about careers ni
science. engineering and teclinolog%

2 A hock-budding program cc it h equal encouragement for girls

:3 Au exercise for fourth graders m counting the numbers and

t% pc% of activities in cc hih each sex participates in a given
chapter of a mathematics or spelling hook

.1 A reading lesson in a minor high language arts class about the

effects of seust language

5 A d lax er educat 1011 da,o, %%Inch discusses the effects of sexist

jokes on male and female (Insert

A s oatmual education teat ber'scncouraging remarks to a girl

ss ho interested in auto mechanics

7 A hbrarx display of books about s omen in mathematics

S 1n assembh program about the Women's International Year

9 1 Inilletin board about the c hanging aides of men and %%omn

10 A lesson ni a Ps\ cholog) class about men and lumen and at-

titudes timard ',11(!ce'o,

T0(11\ a transition period emsts in mans schools Women's
studies are offered as separate units, special-interest-WIl topics, and

l0
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Int rodurl ion

full-fledged courses These forms reflect the shapes of college
courses, but their separateness and their emphasis on xx omen ma. be
the cause of the cries of -reverse sexism'. as Black studies were once
accused of being the cause of -counter racism

A major long-term goal of w omen's studies as a separate topic
may be to create its own obsolescence. If the hist or and sociolog.
of women were adequatel. reflected in the social studies curriculum,
if textbooks and materials in all classes did not reflect a stereot. pm]
image of each sex, if courses of stud. and extracurricular activities
did not harbor underling as well as oxert assumptions about the
role of women as distinct from the role of men, then w omen's
studies as a separate topic might not he so urgent When rex ised cur-
riculum materials and processes are integrated into science,
mathematics, industrial education, Ani-rican piston, and other
parts of the course of stud., keeping women's studies organized into
large, aggregate.,units will no longer be necessar.

If women did not face a job market xx here the. are often hired in
token representation and later ignored bx ''old box'' higher-ups, if
every other newsstand and mans commercials on television did not
proclaim women to be weak and confused objects for exploitation,
then women's studies could disappear into the w oodw ork of the cur-
riculum.

But this integration is not Rel. to occur fer sonic time. After all,
the problem of stereot. peel sex roles touches upon all of our fixes,
male and female Changes in these roles affect the cognitixe struc-
tures around which we 'lase organised most of w hat we know about
humanity since earliest childhood Ext.!i if we as educators could
reorganise our ow n ps.ches and our classrooms to present women's
studies in the best w ax imaginable, we w ould still Ix. w orking w ith
students who have been exposed to sex stereot.ped asstnnpttons
since birth, w ho base groat up w it h sexist telex 151011 programming
and commercials, w ho use libraries full of biased books and ma-
terials, and w ho It ax e heard parents sa. -Box% w ill be !mi. s- and
Nice girls don't do that

Tfw task before us is immense

I I
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2. Need for Changes in Sex Roles

Sex roles as rigid cultural institutions appear to has e ()nth% eel
their usefulness The concept of .es roles has been defined as the in-
stitutionalization of those beim% tors. %allies, at titudesind expecta-
tions %%Inch a so( let% regards as appropriate for one sex or the other
Sex roles mean a di% INI011 of labor that presumes basic functions are
assigned to. and managed 1)., people socialized and trained to
perform them As tunes base c hanged. people no longer Ilse so
close to the margir"if physical must% al. and the di% ision of labor
asserc late d 5% it b %Into bearing. nursing. and rearing has become less a
Litho, al au ommodation to a Inologn al reality and more a % iolation
of other aspects Of human biology and culture

In their cultural analysis of se% roles and the school io a recent
issue of the juurnal 44. T, (14 her I.dm arum. Lee and Cropper ask us
to consider the man% men and %%omen 5% ho, for reasons of tempera-
ment or training. are tffistiitrd to their designated ses roles and
assume' them %%ith great diffie tilts or fail to assume theni at all, dins
creating stress fur t liemsel% es and sot. let ' Stress is also created
%%lien society ass ants a higher status to one se% than to the other Sex
roles threaten the full de% clopnient of human resources becanse
pe ople are resin( ted bs eultural press mite. ,s rather than b% undi-

suhial aptitude or nu nt Lee and Groppe r also point out that tradi-
tional notions of sex role hase been challenged b% changes in
contempolar. Infe =

12
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1.ed f,r Change.

Changes in Technology

New appliances, detailed directions, and recipes Iase mad it
possible for wit and %%omen to share homemaking roles Intinstr
has developed machines and processes m Inch no longer require
large outlays of phsical strength and un«munon agilit For
example, during World Var II the shipbuilding companies dra-
matically altered their assembl lines for the con% eluvial. of the
women workers, the -Rosie the Riveters

Technologv has enormously affected health Adcances ut
contraception. sterilization, and abortion Lice had an impac t upon
birth rates and upon attitudes toward stimialitv as .1 recreational pur-
suit as well as a procreational necessity Women hacelicen able Li
take more effect is c control of their ow n bodies as a result. New
diagnostic techniques and treatments iu antritIon and medicine
have reduced th, terrors of childlitiaring, brought renewed hope to
victims of disease, and'helped to increase the life emir ctant of both
sews. The percentage of Americans user age 6.5 has increased, and
most of these older Americans are women.

Changes in the Cultural Inctitittions of Marriage and
Family

Alternative forms of marriage and famils [lase appeared III
American society lu The Falun of Marnap Jessie Bernard outlines
se' oral life - sty les including prisatmed homes. cooperatise
households, communal neighborhoods or communities, and coax
faunal households'

Concurrent decelopments include tivptinmental and contractual
arrangements of king together and au accelerating dusorce rate
Lee and Cropper note three effects from increases nu divorce. first,
our slew that marriage is a lifelong arrangement us undergoing reci-
sion. second, remarriage and shifts in lamas membership are seen as
a normal occurrence, and third. the single parent Louth has be-
come a more significant phenomenon

1Vomen and %t'orld of Work

The present era of feminism is not the first tune that women have
appeared in industr outside the home The Res oludimars War, the
Civil War, and World War's I and II brought critical demands for

13
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WOMEN'S STU D I ES

labor, and many, w omen entered unaccustomed occupations.
Indeed, the percentages of women in a number of traditional fields
such as education, have declined since the 1920's. -

Statistics from the Women's Bureau of the U. S. Department of
Labor show that more than 40 percent of women work. Men are no,
longer the sole breadwinners for their familiesif such was es er the
case Women are both raising families and w orking in a variety of ar-
rangements Some stay home during child rearing years ss hile others
continue their outside jobs. it few couples are experimenting with
sharing one job equally.

These changing work patterns have many implications for child
nurturing and for relations between the sexes. The continued health
and vigor of older Americans is also quite possibly affected, and it is
the hypothesis of sonic physicians that because older American men
has e been sex stereotyped they dissociate themselves from day -to-
day activities following retirement. These men demonstrate a

smaller range of actisity because, for example, they see no reason to
do the grocers shopping or to purchase a present for a grandchild as

r( adds as their wives do If greater sharing of roles does occur in the
future, older men may stay act is e and healthy and lis e to a greater
age than heretofore

Laws

Familiar to most of us bs now is the basic statement of Title IX of
the Education Ameildments of 1972 which reads

No person shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded from partici-
pation, he denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimi-
nation under any education program or activity receiving
federal financial assistance '

Less familiar, set more directly relevant is the Regulation to im-
plement Title IX, the first phase of w hich bec.me effective Jul) 21,
1973 This Regulation outlines criteria for achie%ing compliance
with Title IX

The \s men's Educational Equit of 1974, which had its
rides and regulations published in 1976, authorized a three-),ear
h dural program of federal grants and contracts to further educa-
tional (lum for woineii Even those educational agencies not

cis mg grants or t ontratts through this effort will stand to benefit
be .t. dos, of this program's emphasis on national capacity building.

Communth groups in mans states have worked to call attention

14
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Need for Changes

to the need for women's studies in schools. For example, in 1971 a
coalition of 42 women's rights groups in Penns), Is aria vs as successful

in getting their state's Department of Education to establish a task
force to develop policies and programs that would eliminate
systematic sex discrimination in schools. John C Pittinger, the
state's Commissioner of Education, issued a memorandum shortly
after he took office in 1971 Urging educators to seek ways to en-
courage equal opportunity for women and members of racial
minorities in educational agencies with which his office had
contracts! This pressure was intended to reach lo the local districts
Today school officials are feeling that pressure. Similar actions by
feminists in other states have affected both legal and extralegal
change.

Decade for Women: 1976-,S5

The United Nations proclaimed 1975 International NVo men's
Year The objective of the Year was to launch a cooperatise effort
among women of the world to define a world Gr society in which
women could participate fully in economic, social, and political life,
aild to devise plans for achieving such a goal A ten-year World Plan
yf Action grew out of the July 1975 meeting in Mexico City. The
Pnited Nations has proclaimed 1976-85 the Decade for Women and

/during this time the objectis es of the international Women's Year
will serve as guidelines for action. The World Plan of Action has
outlined minimum goals for the first five years (1975-801 that in-
clude. increased civic education for women, coeducational
technical and ocationaI training. equal access to education at es cry
level, increased employment opportunities for w omen. reduction of
unemploy merit and greater efforts to eliminate discrimination in
employ meat, greater participation of women in policy making posi-
tions at all levels, increased provision for I alth education, nutri-
tion, family education, and family planning, recognition of the eco-
nomic alut. of women's work in the home, in food production and
warketing, and in s oluntary activities, and direction of formal, in-
formal, and lifelong education toward the re-evaluation of men and
women in order to insure their full realization as individuals in the
family and in society "

Educational goals outlined in the World Plan of Action for the
Decade for Women incorporate major goals of the w omen's nun e-
ment that emerged in this country during the first half of the 1970's

14
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For example. the World Han calls for ness textbooks and school
materials to reflect uess attitudes toss ard roles of men and %%omen in
society and to reflect an image of %s omen in positive and participa-
tor) roles in societ Vocational and career guidance programs
should encourage both boss and girls to select careers according to
their real aptitudes rather than according to sex role stereotypes.
Scholarships and studs grants should he equall) a% ailable to both
sexes. Women %sishmg to return to ssork after stepping out to raise a
Tamil) should find help readily a% ailable. Research to identify dis-
criminator) practices in education aml ness teaching techniques to
correct them are urged. Women's studies represent organized efforts
of educators to encourage such research and to incorporate nos--
teaching techniques as %sell as ness content into the classroom.

16
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3. Women's Studies on the College Campus

For the past decade the term -sa omen's studies" has meant a
course. sometimes a program of courses. usually on a college
campus. The_term has conic into common usage because of obsious
discrepancies between the current content of education and that
needed to acknowledge fully the dignity and human worth of
women. According to Howe and Winn, the central ideas of
women's studies are se% bias and the status of women 3 Courses in
women's studies !lase mimined women's history, their contempo-
rary condition, and their prescribed sex roles. frequently in the
context of strategies for change in th Byes of both sexes and in
societal institutions Womm's studies courses are built On the
premise that women base been both stereotyped and ignored by
mediators of the culture On college campuses such courses have
supplied new know ledge about women, their contributions, their
unrealized potential, and their new visions of and preferences for
the future. The rapid growth of women's studies on college
campuses is reflected in the fact that between the sears 1971 and
1973 the number of courses increased from 600 to mer 2,000.2 By
1975 more than 5.000 courses on women's studies had been identi-
fied.3

17
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WOM EN'S STUDIES

Women's Studies in School's of Education

According to a 1974 surses of 1,200 institutions of teacher educa-
tion by the Resource Center on Sex Roles in Education, at least 184
%%omen's studies courses base been or are being offered in teacher
preparation programs' This number represents rapid growth since
1970 when The Clearinghouse on Women's Studies could identify
only four such courses in teacher preparation programs

Four primary emphases characterizing %%omen's studies courses
offered in schools or colleges of education are described and cri-
tiqued by McCune and Matthews as follows.

1 General awareness or consciousness raising

°. Understanding the socialization process

3 Understanding historical, legal, and professional issues

4 Examining or modifying instructional practices'

Although the four courses pros ided saluable beginnings, the re-
siew ers note seseral limitations. Male sex role socialization and
stereots ping has be:n inadequately considered Behavioral science
research and know ledge tease been inadequately translated into im-
plications for educational thews. practices, and reform Significant
trends or des elopments in educational theors or practice (e g , indi-
ultializd instruction) has e seldom been applied to the elimination

of sex role stereotyping or disc rimination The des elopment and ap-
plication of reles ant educational skills has e been unduly subor-
dii,ated to the promotion of personal grow th of students in the
courses Desired obiectis es and outcomes for schools classrooms,
and pupils has e not been adequatels addressed Cultural, racial,
ethnic, and socm-ec tin Milt differences related to sex role stereots p-
ing need to be more fulls co% ered Courses base suffered because
professional literature in the field of education often does not reflect
existing knowledge of sex role stereotyping and discrimination The
electise nature of the courses and the lack of integration of the rele-

sant content throughout the education curriculum mean that only
limited immbers of educators benefit

As a part of their res iess of women's studies in colleges ot. educa-

tion. McCune and Matthews make seseral recommendations for
teacher educators First, all faculty an.rn hers Should be involved in
delineating and applying sex role issue content relevant to educa-
tion and should pan pate in the di selopment of plans to insure

18
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College Campus

that such information is included in the prescribed curriculum
Second, students should learn about the implications of sex role so-
cialization for schools They should learn to develop nonsexist cur-
riculum, to engage in nonsexist classroom interaction and manage-
ment, and to participate in nonsexist administrative practices
Students should learn to ssork effectis el) ssith the community and
with other professional educators to accomplish necessary change
Third, an adequate number of courses should be developed in the
colleges of education to accomplish these goals for students
Fourth, faculty members should update their cm n kilos ledge and
skills. Fifth, faculty should encourage in-so-sic(' and continuing
education among educators in the field



4. Definitions, Concepts, and Theories

Definitions of sexism, sex role socialization, and sex role
stereotypes have been standardized recently in regulations govern-
:ng the award of federal funds appropriated for the Women's
Educational Equity Act of 197-1.1 Sexism, according to those regula-
tions, means the collection of attitudes, beliefs, and behaviors that
reflect stereotyping or differentiation between the sexes on any basis
other than physiological differences. In the context of schools, the
term refers to those policies, practices, and activities that overtly or
covertly structure both the development of girls and boys as well as
the patterns of governance and employ ment Sex role socialization,
according to the same regulations, refers to the differential
processes and experiences used to prepare males and females for the
roles that society defines as being appropriate for their sex Sex role
stereoty pes derive from assumptions that because females and males

share a common gender, they also share common abilities, interests,
values, and roles The socialization process by which Children and
adults are prepared to occupy various roles is described by the same
regulation as an accumulation of life experiences that transmits the
knowledge, attitudes, and skills to perform functions necessary for
these roles The socialization of young children as they are being.

prepared to carry out a complex collection of economic, social,
physical, political, and psy chological roles as adults is often de-
liberate and readily obsery able Much of adult socialization is subtle
and unnoticed because it consists of continued reinforcement for al-

ready learned roles, even though it may become extremely focused

and explicit in situations %%here the learning of new roles or skills is

necessary
The shift in the values of our society is clearly illustrated in the

rise to popular understanding of these terms and their definitions. A
few years ago educators promoted the concept of sex role develop-
ment because they placed a high %able on acquiring the patterns of
behavior, skills, or attitudes defined by our culture as sex appro-
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priate Now many of the same educators are acknowledging the
serious limitations placed on each sex by these cultivated sex roles

Behaviors, skills, or attitudes equally appropriate to both sexes
are, by definition, not related to sex roles, but those associated with
one sex more than the other are referred to as sex-typed. The
unwritten rules determining which behaviors, skills, and attitudes
are sex-typed and which are not have been called sex role stan-
dards.' The term -masculinity" refers to the culturally defined sex

role standard for males, and "femininity" refers to the culturally
defined sex role standard for fen.ales

Sex role standards are culturally determined notions that extend
beyond the biological distinctions between males and females
Many of us are ass are of the efforts of Maccoby and others who

'evaluated hundreds of studies of sex differences in order to de-
termine which of these differences are real and which are my ducal.'
Unlike physical differences, most of the psychological differences
between the two sexes seem to be tied to the culturally defined sex
role standards of masculinity and femininity

One exception seems to be the tendency of boy s to be more ag-
gressive than girls, both physically and verbally, though both sexes
become less aggressive as they mature Differences between sexes in
verbal ability, mathematics' reasoning, and spatial ability also ap-
pear at various times, but they are not consistent at all age levels.
Waber has recently reported ev idence that the difference in mental
abilities may be more related to later maturation than to sex She
found that early maturersw het her male or femalescored better
on verbal than spatial tasks, but late maturers scored in the opposite
direction Since boys mature later on the average than girls,
differences in mental abilities result in higher norms for boys on
spatial and visual problems and higher norms for girls on verbal
tasks.

In a 1942 report on data on sex differences in school achievement
yielded by the low a Es ery.-Pupil Basic Skills Testing Program
(Grades 111-V111) for the year 19-10, Stroud and Lindquist said that
girls maintain a consistent and, on the w hole, significant superiority
over boys in all subjects tested (silent reading comprehension, work -
study skills, basic language skills, and basic arithmetic skills) except
arithmetic w here small, insignificant differences favored boys Dis-
cussing the possible reasons for the higher achievement of girls.
Stroud and Lindquist stated that there is reason to suspect that girls
experience something of a generalized feeling of inferiority with
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respect to their se\ Compensators adjustments was a...count for

their superior at iallil/le/li in sl.'110111 Tbc% disagiee ssith speculation

by earlier researchers that the «insistent inferiorit of progress and

achievement in boss during their elementar school years stems
from maladjustment bets% cell the boss and their teachers Instead,
Liqdquist and Stroud question the practice of regarding all !will's ior
prthlems in school as instances of maladjustment Problew be-

havior may bc. little more than a method of having some fun and

mruy be dictated to some extent b group mores. -Feminine mores
eli not permit as much latitude in this regard as do those of bo.ss,-

t

stile' Stroud and Lindquist -1..ncooperatiseness s,ith the teacher,

fact

a id a certain amount of nonchalance in doing the asAgnments max,
Ike tripping a felloss -student as he perainfldates doss!! the aisle. be

mptomatic of maladjustment or etas be little more than instances

of accepted masculine. helms ior 5
Regardless of sslis the norms are different I or boss and girls. the

fact remains that greater di% ersit% exists itliin each sex than
het \seen the as erag,es for males and females I 'ides., educators can
place greater emphasis on the disersits than on the as erages or
norms. the, are apt to perpetuate se\ mole standards for intellectual.

social. and psschological performance

TheoriN of Sex Role Development
children get messages from sue lets that cite mirage the in to strise

to Ineup to se\ role standards The nature of these subtle klimmuni-

cations to children has been the subject of much discussion and
theoretical formulation Four theoretical e\planations of the origin
of se\ roles are linens described below, transactional anal sis,

identification. social reinforcement. and c ()gull's(' doelopment
Transit( (tonal analusts In transac tional cloak sis

stereots peel se \ roles are anal. ted as scripts that people learn.
rehearse, and act out min it like roles in a dramatic production
James and Jong,essard describe a psscholotocal script as a person's

ongoing program fora life drama that dictates ss here the person is

going ss h his or her life and the path Coat \sill lead there 6 Se\ role

scripting in men and \% omen c cruses certain parts of the personalit
to be des eloped and other parts to be suppressed Gaps created in

the personahts of se\ role scripted persons limit their potential to
become hole human beings In his book Scripts People Lice,
Steiner describes seseral sanations of scripts for men and ss amen'
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According to the clas..ical scripts, men are supposed to he rational,
productive, and hardworking They are not supposed to be emo-
tional, in touch with their feelings, or overtly loving. Women are
not supposed to think rationally, be able to balance a checkbook, or
be powerful. Women supply the men they relate to with the missing
emotional, feeling functions, and the men take care of business for
the women in their lives.

One of the goals of women's studies and of the woolen's move-
ment is to create conditions that permit and assist men and women
in reclaiming the full use of their personalities by freeing themselv es
from scripts. Spontaneity results Transactional analysis writers
hypothesize that even though people learn scripts that limit their
potential, they can redecide in favor of unscripted lives. A first step
in getting rid of restrictix e scripts is to become aware of allegiances
to particular scripts Choosing to be free of limiting scripts, develop-
ing innate talents, and discovering real potential are the processes
involved in transactional analysis

Identification. The process through which children choose
same-sex models for patterning their own behavior is referred to as
identification Children often imitate such models without con-
scious ass areness According to the theory of identification, sex-

typed behaviors result from imitating the ,ex-ty ped behaviors of the
model.

Social reinforcement According to the social reinforcement or
behavioral point of view, sex roles are developed w hen children are
praised or discouraged for behaving in girl-like or boy-like ways.
S-uch reinforcement may come from someone else or be self-
administered It may be vicariously experienced " Praise and dis-
couragement are important tools for the educator If praise and dis-
couragement are administered differentially to the two ,exes, sex
role socialization occurs.

Cognitive detelopment. Cognitive development theorists
explain that a child's observations of the numerous differences re-
lated to sex roles begin to form a core of meaning w hich is more
powerful than any single observation alone or, indeed, more power-
ful than any particular role model alone 9 As a child comprehends
and accepts the physical reality of its sex, it is motivated to adapt to
and feel competent with this reality, and to make positive evalua-
tions about others of the same sex It is motivated to explore the
reality structure of being a member of a particular sex It is moti-
vated to achieve self-esteem from being a member of that sex If a
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child tends to prefer .1 same-sey parent or teacher, the preference
does not cause that child to ident:ty itself as a member of that sey If
a child tends to mutate a same sev parent or teacher. this imitation
does not cause that child to identify itself as a member of that sv
Rather the preferent e and mutation result from the knovy ledge that
it is already a member of that sey Kohlberg states that boys having
labeled themsekes as males, go on to Value masculine modes be-
cause they tend to value positRk the objects and acts consistent
xvith their cont ened identity Ile believes that same-sev identifica-
tion vith adult models is less eause than tonseqnunce of natural
trends of self-eategoi ',atm') and see role stereotyping

According to the Logintixe development theory. t hildren operate
from organtied rules about mastulinitx and femininity Vshich they
has e induced These indut bons IllaN be from observations of or
tCaChillgS about %CV- t 1)(11 dress or hair sty les, sey-typed actions,
skills, or habits, and sy-typed toys, games. or Stories These rules,
based only on the more salient sev-tY ped features of apps armlet. or
,tt nuns, are distortions of reality \fact oby and Jacklin vplain that
hildren's WV role c onceptions are cartoon-likeoversimplified,

vaggeratd, and stcretitY Ind '" Children fail to mite the variations
in the ,,CV role behaxior of their real-life models

To illustrate. \laccoby and Jaeklin tell of a case of a four-year-
old girl YY Ito insisted that girls t mild become nurses but only boys
conies !ATOM(' doctors. even till/Ugh her assn mother vt as a doctor
Flie authors point _Mt that the quids concept ssas clearly not based
upon imitation of a most available model Bather it represented -an
'whit tion frodi instances seen and heard iii fit boil as .sell as fact 1,
and likt most t !oldish rule mdut lions .t did not easily take account
of eyteptions " 1. en small t Inldren aciliure (Th ert self-labels that
match their biological sv and others hay e observed that
tfuldreti assess dictum Res in terms of these pert eiy cd standards and
!Ad them. !Yes tit'pelh111114 upon boss the think they Loam!u to
the set of attributes sty refer to as masculine or leimunie The
degree of match betY% eel! their self-assessments and their under
standing '.g the approlmate sey role standards Kagan calls vex rule

noty '2 (.ousciluentls, t luldn n may intern:awe the sey role stan-
t:arols quite act uratek, yet feel a great dual of ,onuty about their
s: role identity if toes sense a large degiet of mismatch betsseen
C.t o

\ct ording to Kagan, the 'non% atit111 to acquire sey-typed be-
Las nu derives front the desire to avoid or reduc this anyietx lie
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cites Festiuger's work on cognitive dissonance to support this asser-
tion." Kagan hypothesizes that three means are available to
children to avoid or red anxiety created by a mismatch between
their own attributes ano se perceived to be ideal for their gender
First, they may identify with a same-sex mixlel and thereby come to
believe that they share some of the attributes of the model. even if
this is not so. Second, they may actually acquire some of the ,,ex-
typed attributes. Third. they may receive positive assurances or
realistic feedback from other people that may help them make a less
discrepant self-evaluation. However, Kagan is not content with
these three means of avoiding or reducing children's anxiety. lie
suggests that the standards themselves need to be changed

From Theory to Practice

Regardless of which theory is selected to explain how sex role
stereotyped behavior occurs, the conclusion is the same Something
must be changed The transactional analysis point of view suggests
the scripts must changed or. better yet, dropped altogether. The
identification theory suggests that we provide adult models who are
themselves free of sex-typed behavior The social reinforcement
theory suggests that we use praise and discouragement without
differentiating on the basis of sex. And the cognitive development
theory suggests that we replace the rigid standards of masculinity
and femininity with a more androgynous standard

The educator will perhaps find an eclectic approach useful.
Teachers and counselors can help children see tha't -13oys don't
cry" and -Girls aren't supposed to be good at math- are scripts that
restrict helm% for Educators can strive to rid themselves of sex -ti ped
behavior and present themselves as androgynous models for identi-
fication. They can eliminate the differential rewards and punish-
ments or the differential praise and discouragement that have ;o
often characterized the school setting and resulted in sex
stereotyped social reinforcement Finally, educators can use a wide
array of materials, practices, policies. and procedures to decrease
the influence of traditional sex role standards and replace them with
a more effective model for developing human potential, the model
commonly referred to in recent years as psy ehological androgyny
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5. A New Model

The basic question concerns not what method is best for socializ-
ing our children to meet proper sex role standards but rather what
standards are appropriate. The unnecessary anxiety created in our
children by socializing them to ascribe to rigid sex role standards has
many side effects that we have only recently begun to acknowledge.
The different emphases placed on intellectual mastery for each sex
have implications for vocational choice, especially among females.
Kagan recognized the limitations on intellectual growth in girls
when in 1964 he stated, "Particularly well-documented is the fact
that skills at problems requiring analysis and reasoning (primarily
those involving spatial and mechanical reasoning, science, and
mathematics) are viewed as more appropriate for boys than for girls,
and girls perform less well on such tasks."'

Kagan, writing at a time when the educational community had
not fully recognized the detrimental effects of sex role stereotyping
(indee' wk were then mindlessly supporting it), drew his conclu-
sions trom a review of a number of research studies. For example, he
cited a 1958 study by Milton in which adolescent or adult subjects
were given problems involving primarily mathematical or geometric
reasoning. Females who rejected traditional feminine interests
performed better on mathematical and geometric problems than
those who had adopted traditional feminine behaviors.

Subject" inattechas come-to lie as-so-elated-in-our-culture-with-sex
role standards. Women who have chosen masculine cpreers, such as
law, medicine, or science, may experience anxiety over their exer-
tions in fields not traditionally feminine. Kagan observed that the
typical female believes that the ability to solve probleMs involving
geometry, physics, logic, or arithmetic is a uniquely masculine
and her motivation to attack such problems is low. He said this
decreased involvement may reflect the fact that the girl's self-
esteem is not at stake in such problems, or the fact that she is
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potentially threatened by the possibility that she might perform
such tasks with competence. Unusual excellence on such tasks, he
added, may be equated with a loss of femininity. Strong semantic
associations between standards of masculinity and femininity and
specific areas of knowledge have become a cause For alarm. One of
the major goals of the women's nun einem is to change these se-
mantic associations in the minds of children as well as adults.

Psychological Androgyny

If we can imagine w omen and men being encouraged to develop
a full range of human qualities without the constraints of sex role
stereotypes, we can begin to envision a psychologically an-
drogynous society In such a society behavior would be judged ap-
propriate or inappropriate depending upon the demands of a giv en
situation rather than upon the sex of the performer. Personality
traits would be valued for their strength, effectiveness, and useful-
ness rather than for their associations with standards of masculinity
or femininity_ In psy chologically androgynous future, we may be
enabled to respond appropriately to situations without weighing our
behavior in advance to determine if it trundles masculine or
feminine stereotypes. Researcher Sandra hem found that sonic
people are already more androgy nous than others, and her research
suggests that people scoring high on her psychological androgyny
scale are more likely than either masculine or feminine individuals
to display sex role adaptability in .1 variety of situations, and to
engage in situatiohaly effective behavior without regard to sex
stereotype5.2

Nortandrogy nous sex roles can seriously restrict the range of be-
haviors available to individuals as they move from situation to situa-
tion, Bem said. Highly sex-ty ped persons, she observed. become
motivatedduring the course of sex role socialization to keep
their behavior consistent with internalized sex role standards. They
become motivated to maintain, a self-image as masculine or
feminine, a goat which they presumably accomplish by suppressing
any behavior that might be considered undesirable,or inappropriate
for their sex.

Psychological androgy ny. means that independence, emo-
tionality, objectivity, competitiveness, adventurousness, and asser-
tiveness would be as appropriate for one sex as for the other. Gentle-
ness and sensitivity would be no more appropriate for females than
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for males. Preparation for careers and family responsibilities would
be based on individual differences, personal preferences, and innate
abilities rather than sex role stereotypes. Skill in mathematics and
science, ambition for a high status career, and dominance in the
family structure would be no more or no less expected or socially
approved in males than in females. Crying would be as acceptable
or unacceptable in one sex as in the other. The situation and the in-
dividual personality Would determine whether a given trait should
be exhibited at any given time.

Teachers who support the concept of psychological androgyny
may, for example, encourage girls as well as boys to run movie pro-
jectors, go out for track, find summer jobs, take advanced industrial
arts courses, join dance bands, or become members of the science
club. Teachers may help girls to understand the meaning of asser-
tiveness and to exercise it. They may point out exatriples of bias in
school programs, in textbooks and media, and in athletic programs
as well as help students conceptualize ways in which the effects of
such bias may be counteracted. Teachers, by example, may support
the concept of psychological androgyny by actively seeking assign-
ments traditionally left to the opposite sex (e.g., women teachers
may take on coaching assignments, sponsorship of assembly pro-
grams, or membership on salary negotiations committees).

Teachers may ^nd the concept cf psychological androgyny quite
compatible with their teaching role. Teaching often demands role
behavior associated with both the traditional male and female roles:
nurturance, self-reliance, cheerfulness, gentleness, forcefulness,
assertiveness, understanding. warmth, independence, dominance,
sensitivity, and ambition.

Fears about programming boys and girls to be alike will prove
groundless. Great diversity will always exist among human beings.
We seldom see two people who look or behave alike. Our finger-
prints are so distinctly different they can be used as identification in
criminal investigations. Just as each of us bears a unique physical ap-
pearance, each of us has a unique composite of mental, and
psychological potential, though some of this potential is socially de-
sirable and some is not. Without sex stereotyping each sex would
have equal access to the development of socially desirable traits.

On personality tests, socially desirable items are more likely to be
selected as self - descriptive than are socially undesirable itemsun-
less these items are associated with feminine or masculine
stereotypes.' Not only does the feminine stereotype contain socially
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Undesirable items, e.g., dependence, passivity, relative in-
competence, submissiveness, and irrationality;* but these negative
traits alio tend to be incorporated into women's sell-concepts. Both
men and women associate these negative traits with stereotyped
concepts of women.5 In a classic study of practicing mental health
clinicians that included clinical psychologists, psychiatrists, and
psychiatric social workers, mentally healthy women are described as
differing from mentally healthy men by being less independent, less
objective, less adventurous, less aggressive, less competitiV.e, more
excitable in minor crises, more easily influenced, more submissive,
more emotional, more conceited about their appearance, and more
likely to have their feelings hurt!'

The study concluded with the unexpected discovery that the
standard of mental health for adults, sex unspecified, resembles the
standard for mental health in males but not in females A double
standard of mental health existed. The general standard of health
for adults is applied to men, but women evaluated by the same stan-
dard are regarded as unhealthy. As Simone de Beauvoir's observes in
The Second Sex, "There are two kinds of people: human beings and
women. And when women start acting like human beings, they are
accused of trying to be men."7

Assertive Behavior Training to Promote Psychological
Androgyny

When people live scripted lives, when they subscribe to rigid sex
role standards, they deny parts of themselves. They may find it
difficult to express themselves in ways that are inconsistent with
their masculine or feminine scripts. Assertive behavior training has
been used to help men and women regain control of their lives and
get in touch with their whole personalities.

People are assertive when they stand up for their legitimate
rights in such a way that the rights of others are not violated. Basic
rights 61 human beings arc often violated unless people are aware of
such rights and know how to protect and insure them. Assertive be-

.. havior training teaches individuals how to stand up for their right to
be treated with respect, to have and express their own feelings and
opinions; to be listened to and taken seriously, to set their own
priorities; to say no without feeling guilty, to get what they pay for,
to ask for information from professionals,'to make mistakes. People
are assertive when they express their wants, feelings, beliefs, and
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opinions in an honest and direct way, Jakubowski has emphasized
that verbal expression must be accompanied by appropriately asser-
tive body posture, voice level, facial expression, and breathing
tempo to avoid contradwtory verbal messages' Nonassertive be-

havior, frequently characterized by double messages, permits rights
to be violated, either deliberately or inadvertantly. Assertive be-
havior does not ignore the rights of others; it does not dominate or
-humiliate as is characteristic of aggressive behavior.

Several writers have described wayg in which assertive behavior
training can be used to facilitate the growth of women. According

to The New Assertive Woman, nonassertive behavior has tradi-
tionally been seen as an asset fpr women, and they have been
rewarded for it, whereas the same kind of nonassertiveness in men is
usually considered a distinct liability.' For example, for the same be-
haviorsnonassertive women may be described with positive adjec-
fives' such as gentle, agreeable, helpful, gracious, nice, self-effacing,
and nurturing; yet nonassertive men are described with negative ad-
jectives such as milquetoast, wishy-washy, helpless, nervous, weak, a

pushover, and sentimental. Aggressive men are described positively
as dominating, successful, heroic, capable, strong, forceful, and
manly; but aggressive women are described negatively as harsh,
pushy, bitchy, domineering, obnoxious,,emasculating, and uncaring

Assertive behavior training is designed to help people change
their behavior from passive to assertive rather than to aggressive.
Women in particular are finding assertive behavior training helpful
in reducing sex stereotyped response patterns. If young ivomen are
taught to be assertive, as they become aware of the effects of sex
role stereotypes on their lives they can take steps toiieduce the im-
pact. For example, an assertive girl might,volunteer more readily
than a nonassertive girl to participate in stereotypically male
activities at school if she is trained to identify and express her own
feelings about such participation. An assertive girl might be more in-
clined to sign up for a physics class or an industrial arts course She
might speak up and request that sexist jokes or activities be

eliminated from the cla.sroom. She might develop interesh that are
not sex-typed instead of those in line vv ith society's expectations for
her, and she might choose a career in line with those interests.

Boys and men face many situations in which their activities and
behaviors are restricted by sex role standards. Assertivse behavior
training for males can help them overcome fears associated with re-

laxing these strict standards in favor of the free; conditions
associated with psychological androgyny.
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Values Clarification and Psychological Androgyny

A value represents something important in human existence. The
value we have placed on sex roles in the past has come into conflict
with newer values, and students need help in understanding this
conflict. In earlier times, sex roles had practical value and often lent
orderliness, predictability, and ceremonial aesthetic to human
interaction." However, changes in technology, social organization,
economics, laws, and perceptions of equality have led to a dramatic
review of a most personal question: What does it mean to be a
woman or a man? Present and future students will create answers to
this question, answers which, as Margaret Mead has reminded us,
will be different for each successive generation." We can prescribe
some of the answers for students today but not for our students
tomorrow. At best v.e can help them remove the sex role question
from an area of blind consent to one of informed and aware choice.

Raths, Harmin and Simon have summarized several traditional
approaches for helping children develop values: (1) example set-
ting, (2) persuasion, (3) choice limitation; (4) inspiration, (5) rules
and regulations,A6) cultural or religious dogma, and (7). appeals to
conscience." The authors assert that these methods have'been used
to control behavior and to form beliefs and attitudes, but such ap-
proaches cannot lead to values that represent the free and thought-
ful choice of intelligent human beings interacting with complex and
changing environments. According to Rail's, Harmin, and Simon,
he educator who wishes to help children develop clearer values

st help them (1) make free choices whenever possible, (2) search
for lternatives in choice-making situations, (3) weigh the conse-
quen es of each available alternative, (4).consider what they prize
and ch rish, (5) affirm the things they value, (6) do something about
their ch ces, and (7) consider and strengthen patterns in their lives.
Values cI "fication techniques can be applied to numerous aspects
of sex role kereotyping.

One met od used in values clarification to stimulate student
thought is he clarifying response. Without hinting what is
considered g od or acceptable, the teacher puts responsibility on
the students t look at their behaviors or ideas and to think and
decide for the selves what they want. The clarifying response is a
sirategy for hel ing students consider what they have chosen, what
they prize, and vhat they arc doing. It stimulates them to clarify
their thinking a d behavior and thus helps them to clarify their
values.
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Examples of clarifying responses cited by the authors include:

L Are you proud of that?

2. Are you glad about that?

3, How did you feel when that happened?

4; Did you consider any alternatives?

5. When did you first begin to believe in that idea?

6. Have you thought much about that idea (or behavior)?

7. Where would that idea lead? W;Iat would be its consequences?

The teacher who is alert to sex role related comments can use
clarifying responses to get studenti involved in discussions of their
values and their underlying assumptions. Other methods for clarify-
ing values include questionhaires, provocati statements, and
passages followed by questions and group process situations.
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Getting There

How should women's studies K-12 be integrated into the school
curriculum? Sequential arrangements are needed. Currently well-
meaning teachers appear to approach feminism with similar reading
lists and the same films a:id anecdotes that were used by last y ear's
instructor. If some students mutter and show resistance at the be-
ginning Of a course or program, it is important to assess why they are
reacting this way Sonde may Ix. expressing sexist feelings toward the
subject, but others may be disappointed to be hearing a familiar
story.

Integrated approaches may include direct teaching and indirect
teaching and can have as much variety as the imagination will
permit, Many learners demand this variety. Prekindergarten
students are not ready for a lecture on the changing roles of men
and women, but they can learn from illustrations that show women
working outside the home and fathers cooking. The positive
imagery of women should outweigh the sexist jokes, the put-downs,
and the .assorted developmental limitations.

Direct Teaching

Lessons built around specific behavioral objectives and concepts
of women's studies are examples of direct teaching. Whole units,
courses, or ininicourses may he directly taught as a form of w omen's

. studies. A guest speaker may be invited to speak to a group of
students on some aspect of w omen's studies. If the primary purpose
of any activity, lesson or series of lessons is to help students better
understand women's contributions to culture, and current and
projected changes in women's and men's roles, it is a form of direct
teaching. Any course bearing the label %voinetis studies can be
classified as direct teaching.
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Direct teaching lessons appropriate for language arts and social
studies classes are illustrated at elementary, intermed!ate, and
secondary levels in Today's Changing Roles. An Approach to Non-
Sexist Teaching.' The lesson plans contain' procedures for helping
teachers and students identify, explore, and evaluate the meaning of
the changes of sex roles that are occurring The lessons are designed
to promote inquiry and are open-ended. By means of these and
similar exercises, students s iew the w orld around them, interviewing
and analyzing themselves and their classmates. Lesson plans in To-
day's Changing Roles are designed to raise student consciousness of
sex role stereotypes in history and contemporary events, in the
media and in literature, in the lives of classmates, friends, family,
and in their ow n lives. Exercises are pros ided for helping the student
analyze the origins and purposes of the stereotypes and evaluate the
restrictions they place on people's lives. Although set answers or so-
lutions are not presented in the illustrative less'ons in Today's
Changing Roles, students are encouraged to formulate preferred fu-
tures for themselves in relation to the stereotypes. Selected con-
cepts from some of the lessons are grouped below by level.

Elementary

Male and fetUale roles illustrated in student texts do not always
reflect our lives and experience:

2. All of us have unconscious ideas of sex role stereotypes which
are often revealed in everyday conversations and situations.

3. Sex role stereotyping is often reflected in individual career
choices.

4. Sex role stereoty pus influence the dy namics of group interaction.

3. Self-image can perpetuate sex role stereoty pus. Our self-image is
determined in part by Sex role stereotypes.

Intermediate

I Conscious choices arc frequently based upon unconscious accep-
lance of society's stereotyped ideas

2. Society has carious media w hich reinforce sex role stereotypes.

3 Different opinions about w omen's capabilities imply different
roles for men.
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Implementation

4. Recognition of personal stereotype-based decisions, in contrast
with stated beliefs, may encourage changed behavior in indi-
victuals.

`.:5',*.4There is a greater social acceptance of diverse capabilities and
personal goals now than in the past.

6. The future will be molded,by our active decisions of today.

SeCon4ary

1. Our images of women differ from those used to describe a healthy
adult.

2. Many of the rights demaiided by women in 1848 and those being
presently demanded are similar.

3. Sex roles influence working conditions and result in sex discrimi-
nation.

4. Sex role stereoty pes can influence how future possibilities are en-
visioned.

5. Ridding society of sex role stereotypes will chailge patterns of be-
havior for both men and women.

6. The range of life-style choice can be broadened by the elimina-
tion of sex role stereotypes.

Direct teaching of these concepts related to w omen's studies may
take many forms. Teachers can help students of both sexes recog-
nize and discount sex stereotyping in books .and materials which are
used in their courses As new materials appear which reflect a more
equal treatment of the sexes, teachers and their students can ob-
serve whether or not balanced representation is given to w omen in
,minority cultures. A simple exercise of counting the number of pic-
tures in a publication that are all male, all female, and mixed may
be used to raise student awareness of bias. Students may make tallies
of the type of activities or roles portrayed by each sex in the pie-
tuces. A teacher may call attention to the types of career models ap-
pearing in the books or ask students to speculate about the effects
on young girls of the invisibility of women and the stereotyped
images of those that are represented.

Students may become acquainted with research done on the
extent and nature of bias in texts related to the subject being taught.
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WOMEN'S STUDiEs

They may be asked to redesign a small portion of a text to represent

more fairly and accurately the multicultural society we live in
A short lesson in the misuse of the generic terms ''man'' or "he''

can be taught ss hems er the situation arises. I3y suggesting possible
rewordings of -Industrial Man,- -Economic Man,- -Man, A

ourse of Study,'' and ''All men are created equal,'' the teachers
themselves can become more aware of ,exist problems in our lan-
guage and, at the same time,_ tip la students that the nest genera-
-tion-needs to come up with some ss orkable solutions to such prob-

lems. Language that Its es changes as needs arise. If students sense
our concern Os er problems in the language, tikir search for solu-
tions is likely to be more successful than our ow n capacity for dictat-

ing them. Examples of direct teaching in specific disciplinaty areas

are listed at the end of several of the following sections.

indirect Teaching
Not all teaching of ss omen's studies concepts should be direct;

many powerful lessons may be indirect. When a teacher does
something to promote the goals of women's studies but does not

call attention to this effort. indirect teaching occurs Indirect teach-

ing may consist of using examples in a mathematics class of women
building a house or of a boy sewing c)stuines for a play Although

such examples may arouse in the teacher c. self-donscious reaction

because of the sw itch from traditionally ty pica! references to male

and female role models, both teacher and students will grow ac-
customed to ness sass of thinking about sex roles if this practice
regularly occurs. In the long run indirect teaching has the ad-

vantage because it reaches toward a changed reality in the same
subtle way that stereotyped reality has been promulgated Students

are less apt to, pipe up ss ith (uniments of, But we had women's
studies last year.- and -Why do we has e totlo it again this year2-

Essentially, indirect teaching consists of changing smite of the

underlying assumptions about the sexes and their traditionally
prescribed rides ss ithinit making an issue of it Indirect teaching of
women's studies Means adjusting some of our nonserbal signals and

subtle reward and recognition systems It means purging ourselves
of sexist approaches to our subject matter and our students It

means changing our language and es en occasionally our sense of
humor Indirect teaching means living it
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7. Reading and Language Arts

One of the first textbook studies to have a major impact upon
publishing companies w as Dick and Jane as Victims. Sex Stereotyp-
ing m Children's Readers' 'Twenty -four members of a Princeton,
New Jersey, chapter of the National Organization of Women
produced landmark data from 2,760 stories in 134 elementary
school readers. Thd ratios they found were:

Boy-centered stories to girl-centered stories 5:2
Adult male main characters to adult female main characters 3.1
Male biographies tolemale biographies 6:1
Male animal stories to female animal stories 9.1

'Male folk or fantasy stories to female folk or fantasy stories 4.1

Women on Words and Images, as the women called themselves,
examined the images of males and females presented to youngsters,
the mirrors held up to y oung readers for reference as they build their
own characters.

Young males not only appeared more often in the stories than fe-
males, but they also enjoyed far richer experiencesexcept those
which involved the display of emotions. They explored for treasure,
wrestled alligators, helped apprehend burglars, endured pain, res-
cued-diiimals, earned money, constructed complex apparatuses, and
solved challenging problems. Often the male sucepeded in the
stories at the expense of a passive, naive female whose chief function
was to serve as a foil and audiovisual aid for the clever boy. Al-
though the action of the male child had virtually no limits, the fe-
male w as much more closely circumscribed. Especially in the
psychomotor domain, the male appeared to enjoy a voider range of
activity. Confident boys were pictured in situations making faces,
accomplishing difficult feats of agility, and using a full range of mo-
tion. By contrast, girls appeared in restricted physical activities such
as playing jacks or hopscotch, and their range of motion was limited
as well. Often their hands were shown folded in their laps or hidden
behind their backs.
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WON1ENS STUD tES ,

Dick and Jane as victims %% as not the first analysis of role-limiting
pictures of females, but it w as one of the first to be widely viewed,
studied. and copied. Follow ing publication of this book, some text-
book companies revised their guidelines to reduce if not eliminate
sexist content.

Though the edtica',.. may acknowledge the element of unfair-
ness in sex stereot) pcd literature and reading texts, does differential
treatment fa% ming male characters in the books make any be-
havioral difference? Are we real!) limiting the futures of our
children because of the traditional stories and illustrations? After
all, the Title IX regulations do not require the elimination of sex
stereotyped books. McArthur and Eisen assessed the effects on
achievement behavior.2 They found that boys persisted longer on a
task after hearing a story about a male achiever than after a story
depicting the same behavior in a female. A trend in the opposite di-
rection was also observed in girls. The images boys and girls see in
books do make a difference in't heir motivation and performance in
the classroom, though females may be .1 bit more persistent under
adverse conditions than males.

Direct Teaching

Deselop classroom activities around identifying bias found in
tele% ision. textbooks. movies, librar) books, and magazines.

Encourage leathers and students to ask themselves comcious-
ness-raising questions. If the) (Anhui name Ike American %%omen
writers. ask them w h) not. Is it because the have concluded that
the writers were not worth remembering? Is it because the
writers were omitted from anthologies and libraries? Did their
teachers fail to make the women writers come alive?

Encourage students to ask divergent questions Anna traditional
literan xx orks. What concepts of women does an author suggest
b) lea % mg them out2Critit al readers should w ant to know more
aLout Rip Van Winkle's nagging uife who raised the children
alone w hile her husband went bow ling and hunting and took
long naps.'

Indirect Teaching

Identify buss textbooks are seletted in ) our communit. Write to
and meet w it Ii persons responsible for textbook selection at local
and state le% els to voice ) our concerns. Urge the purchase of
quality materials and inclusions of supplemental-) materials.

:18
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Reading and Language arts

When new anthologies are selected that are supposedly free of
sexist bias, examine them carefully. Should the elimination of
sexist bias extend beyond the selection of literal) passagesand in-
clude the accompanying literary criticism? We think so.

_When new books are selected that are comparative!) free of
sexist bias, consider their effect. WM the) be used in the lower
grades while the upper grades arc permitted. to maintain their
sexist books upon the premise that subject content is somehow
protected by academic freedom? We think instructors at all
levels should reexamine the biases of the books likely to be used
in their courses.
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8. Social Studies

One of the earliest feminist analyses of social studies was an
article by Janice Law Trecker, Women in U.S. history High-
School Textbooks, w hich appeared in Sue in! Education.' It de-
sets es rereading. Although she found scanty representation of
women in her sample, Trecker peered far beyond headeounting. She
found that w011Illb accomplishments 'sere not fully ac-
knowledged. Anne I futchinson, for example. was %inset' as second
best to Roger Williams. Women abolitionists were seldom quoted.
Where were the words of Sojurner Truth?

The handicaps that semen fared in early America has e been em-
phasized but their efforts in their ow n behalf minimized. Men were
iortrib cc! as the protectors. yet Trecker noted that w omen w ere
much more attire in court defenses of their rights than textbooks
admitted.

Women sere there, too, in the Res olutionar War, the Civil.
War, and the World Wars. But again their contributions were
miniinized by the textbooks w Inch "'rectal. studied. The books
lacked the slew point of I William II. Chafe with his updated The
American Woman and the sociology of Betty Frietion's The
Feminine Altplique."

The position of women m traditional history texts is analogous to
that of blacks in earlier works. For George Washington Cars er and
the peanut, substitute Marie Curie and radium, But Curie hall'an ad-
ditional classification that clouds the perspec Use of the historian.
het identity was defined in relation to her husband.

It is tempting to select women such as Dailey Madison or Martha
Vashington. she were ass. lated with famous men, and simply
gi e them more cos crap I, it sutnen.s situations are often com-
plex When the Ness York w omen's group gas(' Voodrow Wilson
the Fourteen Points. how 11111111 11. r11114; (11(1 he do? I loss Mulch was

his contribution) For the DNA discos cries. how great a debt do
Watson and Crich owe to the late ss oman scientist, Rosalind
Franklin. winisc name already wens to he increasingly forgotten?
In education. let us remember that it is Jacobson and Rosenthal. ss ho
have gis en us the Ps gmalion-in-the-classroom effect

It is no less important to write about the worn( 11 in history w ho
w ere independent of prominent colleagues or spouses. Sy bil
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Social Studies

ington rode as hartoWing a ride as Paul R-,were to want the colonists.
yet Reveres horse receives more attention than Ludington.

One of the ultimate problems for the social scientist is gaining a
raised and altered consciousness of what women have done and
what they are capable of accomplishing. It is popular to interpret
events in terms of yang and yin, masculine and feminine. History
and political science have frequently been written from the drum
and trumpets" angle with just an occasional salacious "bedsprings
and strumpets" tidbit thrown in. Men are shown as the principal
characters on the hilltops of the yang chapters, but women appear
in the quiet yin valleys. Even de Beauvoir seems to assume that the
hilltop eras were dominated by fatimus men. Questions lo consider
are: Were there no prominent tit omen in the yang periods, too? Will
we remember Indira Gandhi. Margaret Thatcher, and Golda Meir?
Or will the late' 1960's and early I970's precipitate as the Henry
Kissinger era?

Direct Teaching Suggestions

Use a multitext approach. Compare several accounts of a
woman's contributions.

Tiy a simulation such as I lerstory and Puzzle by Interact.'
Exarnineptvariety of women's roles in a sociology unit.

Bring a visitor from a foreign country during,the geography pe-
.riod. Examine sonic of the stereotypes about N% oman's place that
look picturesque and static in the textbooks but that in reality are
changing:

Identify and analyze cultural blocks that inhibit the de% elopment
of women's abilities.

Compare, the problems faced by N% omen tt ith the problems faced
by other Minorities. Note Cunnar My rdal or Shilley, Chisholm,
for example.

Indirect Teaching Suggestions

Build a futuristic society with altered roles among the in-
habitants.

Organize a team teaching approach to a humanities class %%Rh
each member responsible for a different aspect of feminism.

Have the students write their own feminist textbook.
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Mathematics

Maccoby and Jack lin have conclilded that the two sexes are
similar in their early acquisition of qiiiantitative concepts and their

mastery of arithmetic in grade school.' Girls learn to count at an
earlier age, but through the elementary school years there are no

consistent sex differences in skill at arithmetical computation.2
However, when boys.reach age 12 or 13, their mathemajical skills

begin to increase faster.3 In .high school boys excel in arithmetical

reasoning fairly consistently, and this trend continues into college

and adulthood'
Several researchers have begun to suggest that sex role

stereotypes may account for some, if not all, of the sex differences in
mathematical performance. Consider for a moment the systematic

analysis of grade school mathematics textbooks by Weitzman and

Rizzo.5 Mathematics textbooks show males as mathematically
competent but show some females as having difficulty with simple
addition and being baffled by counting Weitzman and Rizzo found

stereotypes in math problems. adult women divide pies and shop.

Other math problems were found in which girls were paid less than

boys:for the same work. Sex is used frequently as a category for di-

viding people. For example, Weitzman and Rizzo's study revealed

that when the textbooks explain set theory, girls are classified as
people'.' ho sew and cry "When sex is used as a category, girls are

told that they can be classified as differentas typically emotional

or domestic Although not limited to mathematics textbooks,

-dumb girl- images and the portrayal of adult women as
mathematically incompetent contribute to the stereotype that math

is for boys
Fennema and Sherman have found that sex role stereotyping

affects attitudes and proficiency in mathematics from the early years

onward Peers, parents, and the girl herself eventually build the

image of a "female head that's not much for figures." Fennema
and Sherman blame sex role stereotyping for the tendency of fewer

girls than boys to choose mathematics courses after the second year

in high school
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Mathematics

MathematiCs appears as a prerequisite subject in the career lad-.

, ders of a variety of professions in which women are poorly
represented. Three years of high school mathematics are often re-
qUired for` introductory college chemistry; calculus is required for
mnst.'College physics courses. Sells refers to the lack of adequate
preparation ih high school mathematics as a "critical filter- in cut-
ting down the percentage of women in many fields other than
mathematics. She examined a sample of freshmen admitted at the
University of California, Berkeley in the fall of 1972 and found that
57 percent of the boys had taken four full years of mathematics
including the trigonometry-solid geometry sequence compared

,with 8 perCent of the: girls. According to Sells, the four-year
mathematics sequence is required-for admission to Mathematics 1A,
a course required for majoring in every field at the university except
the humanities, the social sciences, librarianship, social welfare, and
education which ,are fields where female reptisentation has been
strong.

One of the basic recommendations of the 1973 Carnegie-GYM-
mission on Higher Education said, -... high school counselors and
teachers should encourage women who aspire to professional
careers to choose appropriate educational programs. They should
also encourage them to pursue mathematical studies throughout
high school, because of the increasing importance of mathematics as
a background, not only in engineering and the natural sciences, but
also in other fields, such as the social sciences and business adminis-
tration.-9

What can the mathematics teacher do -to support the women's
studies effort of the school? Luchins found teachers to be more
influential than friends or parents in encouraging girls in
mathematics in school. Teachers can work to improve young
women's attitudes towards mathematics and help them overcome
"mathophobia" or math anxiety, a problem which seems to be
greater for girls than boys.9

The father's encouragements and expectationsor lack of
themfor Nis daughter in math are suggested background factors.
Ernest and others asked students from which parent they got help in
homework. For both sexes the mothers helped more than the
fathers until the higher grades, when a shift occurred in
mathematics. By grade 7 the fathers had taken over dramatically in
math homework help. Probably as many mothers need to gain self-
assurance in approaching mathematics as fathers need to realize
that their daughters could use nurturance in this subject.
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WOMEN'S STUDIES

New programs to counteract math anxiety are appearing in the
form of workshops and course revisions. "Math for Girls is an
eight-week, discover)- oriented course for 6- to 14-) earolds,
conducted b) Nancy Kreinberg and Rita Liff (Lawrence 11111 of
Science, University of California. Berkeley, California 94720). Mills
College (Oakland, California 94613) conducted math and science
workshops for young women in grades 7 through 12 during October
1976. A Disco% cry Course in Elementary Mathematics and Its Ap-
plications is part of a pilot program directed by Alice Shafer
(Mathematics Department. Wellesley College. Wellesley. Massa-
chusetts 02181) that aims to develop new models for teaching
mat h.'°

In the absence of textbooks free of sex role stereoty pes, teachers
and counselors can help students look for and learn to recognize
bias and important omissions in hooks. The can ask students to
speculate on the effects of such stereoty pes on girls. and help young
girls to understand the importance of a strong mathematics back-
ground in keeping career options open. They can explain the
sequential nature of courses in mathematics and the relationship
between high school preparation and college options.

Direct leaching
Make greater efforts to recruit girls m mathematics courses in the
tenth and later grades

Sponsor math anxiety workshops for teachers. parents. and
students

Indirect Teaching

Examine math story problems and illustrations for es idence of
sex stereots ping Look for materials in which males are portrayed
as the chief problem-solcers as well as for materials in which girls
are relegated to the task of solving arithmetical problems only
within the domestic scene

Encourage mothers arid young women to help tutor students
with their math homework

Prepare stun problems where sex role stereot) peel acti% Ries are
reversed ti e , show boy s baking cookies)

Display a picture of a famous woman mathematician such as
Emmy Noether

.14
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10. Science

Science has been sex-
curriculum. Yet sequenti
postsecondary education
areas. Unless girls are el
associated with the study
career doors for themselv
concentration of women
tions, frequently in low-pa,
that the numerous careers
plored by female youth. In
secretaries, 96 percent of t
and 70 percent-of the scho
accountants and less than I
not different among young
ing awarded only 12 percen
ronmental design, 14 perce
and 1 percent of the degree
degrees granted to women
than in any decade since
careers continues to be s

ped as a masculine domain in the school
I preparation in science is necessary for

med at jobs is scientific and technical
couraged to overcome the stereotypes

science, they may unthinkingly close
s before they reach high school. The
orkers in a limited number of occupa,
ing, dead-end jobs, is evidence enough
elated to science are inadequately ex-
973 women made up 39 percent of the
c nurses. 83 percent of the librarians,
I teachersbut only 22 percent of the
percent of the engineers. The trend is

r people. In 1971 women were still be-
of the degrees in architecture and envi-

t of the degrees in the physical science,
in engineering. Percentages of doctoral

in the sciences were higher in the 1920's
' The proportion of women in science

all. The level of degree, salary, academic
rank, and administrative responsibility increases as the proportion of
women declines.

"But I don't like science," a girl is often heard to say. Is she
aware that her interests have been subtly programmed and sex-
typed for her? Is she aware that her elementary science textbooks
contained approximately 75 percent male illustrations? Does she
realize that only 6 percent of the science textbook illustrations
showed adult women?' Typically, the girl interested in science has
been encouraged to consider nursing.
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WOMEN'S STUDIES

A science teacher may wonder vv hat effect she or he may have on
the young female. A 1976 nationwide study of barriers to the
consideration of careers in science reports that extra encouragement
from teachers is one of the three most important factors in explain-
ing' h) some girls do serious') consider science careers. The other
two factors are (1) knowledge that attitudes are changing about
what is appropriate work for women, and (2) encouragement from
family to fulfill individual potential.'

Direct Teaching
Present information about women who have careers in science
and technology.{

Help girls to understand the effects of sex-stereotyping and bias
in science and career materials on their perceptions and science-
related interests.

Provide information about contributions of women in science,
other than the familiar Marie Curie

Explain the L.' S Department of Labor projections for science
and engineering careers for the next decade 5

Relate the changing roles of men and omen to the career
potential for women in science

Indirect Teaching
select matnals that avoid sex stereoty pcs in their illustrations

g with pictures in which women are active) ) engaged in
science, outdoors as well as indoors, and in which as man) men
Sire looking over women's shoulders as vice versa)

Invite %%rime n st 'elitists into the classroom to talk about relevant
topics

Encourage girls to enter SUllle fairs, to partitipat activ el) in
scisne assemblies. and to displa) their work

Encourage girls to develop mampulatis e hobbies, such as
constructing models and radios

Entourage girls to participate in Christmas census bird counts,
rot k climbs. spelunking, arid scuba diving
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11.' Sports and Physical Education .

Many long-overdue changes are occurring in the field of sports
and physical education as a result of Title IX and the feminist move-
ment.

A gradual but significant change has occurred in the purpose un-
derlying various sports. Because some -intercollegiate sports have
evolved into multimillion dollar enterprises, and because inter-
scholastic school teams have developed into junior copies of in-
tercollegiate sports, women and men physical educators have been
arguing for another form of sports. They have sought an alternative
form of psychomotor activity closer to the club and intramural
model than to the interscholastic mode. Since the very motive for
play often differs from the interscholastic to the intramural games,
the new model is being used to encourage all students to par-
ticipate. Even the interscholastic sports supporters have been
pressured into paying lip service to this ideal. Under the old inter-
scholastic model, school patrons applauded the gifted few, stressed
winning, and sought monetary profit. The newer alternative in-
tramural club model of w omen encourages games for the sake of so-
cialization and play. c

Another change iti olv es the scope of physical activities. Title IX
was designed to increase equitable opportunities for the sexes in
sports, but it exempted institutions from pros iding body contact
sports for women. However. body contact sports for women are be-
coming more popular as both segregated,and coeducational
activities. Among intramural programs, coeducational volleyball
and flag and touch football appear to be more popular than ever in
the United States, and women's soccer is on the increase in Western
Eu rope.
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WOMEN'S STUDIES

The ancient assumption that women are physiologically inferior
to men has been challenged by theSe changes New research is ap-
pearing, and physical educators are making better use of older data
from physiology. The answer is not yet at hand to tell us what
women (and men) are capable of performing. Endurance com-
parisons between the sexes indicate levels of performance are Much
closer than previously thought, due in part to more women par-
ticipants. When a mark falls in women's track and field, the
difference between the old and new women's records is often
greater than the difference between men's and w omen's records.
The line of ascending, performance for women appears to be
sharper, and the differences in level of performance are drawing
closer.

But as we reduce the physical separation of the sexes in Most of
the programs, we may overlook psychological separateness In the
day-to-day practices of the classroom and the playground, we find
subtle classifications of we-they which prevent our entering an era
of psychological androgy ny in physical education. It is so easy to
assign to boys the task of rolling up the mats and arranging the
heavy equipment w hile the girls are handing out the jerseys. It
seems so natural for a teacher to expect girls to have whiter socks
and cleaner uniforms than boys. If we persist in maintaining one set
of expectations for men and another for v./omen, it seems unlikely
that we will be able to diagnose individual differences.

The we-they expectation soon y ieldsa double standard of action.
A careless teacher will walk daily past the trophy case that honors
the accomplishments of the boys' teams but that offers only a few
slight testimonials to the physical history of the girls. In the physical
education class, the teacher may find a noisy group of boys who ask
to play an organized team sport. The less assertive girls may be left
to follow quieter pursuits Arid the teacher may unconsciously
choose to supervise the more visible sport, the boys' activity, for
which there will be still more trophies and public acclaim

Some teachers perceive sex role socialization problems more
quickly than others Berkeley, California, teachers observed that
playground play varied distinctly between boys and girls During a
typical recess, the boys organized a vigorous, competitive game of
kickball while the girls engaged in jungle gym and other unstruc-
tured play. The teacher discussed the reasons for the difference in
playground behavior with the students "The girls don't know how
to kick,- one boy said. A girl admitted that she did not know hem to
kick well, but added, -Id like to learn After the students and
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Sports and Physical Education

teachers became aware of the problem. they took steps to see that
both sexes enjoyed a greater range of physical experiences. The girls
soon lined up for kicking practice.

To move into an era of psychological androgy ny, teachers %s ill

have to become aware of themselves physically. If they possess poor
physical self-images, it seems unlikely that they %sill know %s hat

their own capabilities are for physical movement and skills. More
important, we doubt that they can help students in ph sical
development without self-knoss ledge and pride of their own. Ness
"survival consciousness'' ssorkshops for teachers may anssser part of
this assumed need. A second step may be the design and use of per-
Riml fitness programs.

One last implementation suggestion for physical educators and
administrators is that the educators include more class discussions in
their courses In too many instances, physical education class dis-
cussions have consisted either of terse chalk talks or else have fea-
tured the teacher exhorting students to become better citizens.
There is a need for discussions ins ohs ing psy etiological and socio-
logical aspects of sports Sex stereotyping is one important topic
which should be addressed. Why do some coaches pressure young
women athletes to as oid dating during a particular athletic season?
Why do parietal rules differ for male and ,fernale athletes on trips?
Why have sonic males experienced difficulty accepting women com-
petitors in sports such as football and horse lacing? We suspect that
males who has e such difficulties are grown sersions of the boys ss ho

once did not invite the girls to play kickball
Title IX has attempted to eliminate sex segregation in many

sports and, except for some aspects of sex education. in physical
education (Separate locker rooms base been maintained because of
rights of privacy ) The "separate but equal doctrine has not been
entirely rejected by the interpreters of Title IX in the schools. A
subdoctrine has appeared in the adjectis e The boys
may have wrestling teams, but the girls are offered g) ['mastics or
field hockey Is that an equitable arrangement? Is it equitable to
offer softball, for girls in the fall and again in the folios% ing late
spring-to-summer and count it as two sports? Is it fair that the boys
are denied the oppOrtunity to enroll in a self-defense unit?

Across-the-board amiss' ers are impossible. But surely we may seek
solutions to many of these questions under three broad ideals. (1
pros iding a physical education program %%Inch introduces
young,sters to a ariety of nick idual and team sports, (2) recognizing
individual differences and helping all students to find success
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WOMEN'S swims

experiences and (3) encouraging considerable freedom of choice in
the later grades. Elementary phy sisal education should pros ide a
broad range of exploratory actkities. Secondary physical education
should experiment more w ith combinations of team and individual
sports based more heavily upon student choice and individual
differences. Both sexes should explore wrestling and field hockey

Self-defense for w omen brings up a transitional problem Is it
wise to offer such a separate course for young %%omen? At this point

in time women need more help in developing physical self-
confidence than men do The physical discrepancy is analogous to
assertiv eness in discussions. Just a feminists feel that women tempo-

' rarily need consciousness raising and assertive behavior training
groups, they also feel self-defense classes have a useful function.'
Women need to increase their o% erall physical suri. al skills so they
do not hike to feel dependent upon or intimidated by men

Direct Teaching

Pro% ide coeducational physical education experiences in fitness
programs, competitive sports, intramural and club activities, and

recreation.

Pro% ide success experiences for boy s and girls in physical educa-
tion. Devise means of overcoming skill deficits.

Discuss problems of sex role stereoty ping with classes. Encourage
boys and girls to arrange peas y equipment, act as judges, and
take part in a full array of activities

Indirect Teaching

Recruit students of both sexes for athletic teams

Show com.cril for the skill Om elopment of boy s and girls. A% oid
the unconscious supers isory practice of drifting over to the
highly skilled group and giving the greatest attention to the
gifted athletes

Encourage w omen faculty to earn (°aching certification and to
sponsor reereational activities for girls
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12. Fine Arts

It is all too easy for students to assume that there are no notable
women artists and musicians. Few school libraries contain useful
books which counteract the impression that women are only to be
painted and to have compositions dedicated to them by men. In
colleges, syllabi from art and music history courses are often
crowded with male representatives.

But there is much more to the story of women in the fine arts.
Many women produced great works. Occasionally they appeared
with a more famous man. Suzanne Valadon with her son Utrillo;
Sarah Peale with her illustrious uncle and cousins, Wilhelmina and
Anna Amalia, the sisters of Frederick the Great; Clara Wieck, who
married Robert Schumann; and Fanny Mendelssohn Hensel, the
sister of Felix. More often the %%omen artists carved out enduring
reputations through their own talents. Women prodigies such as the
painters Artemisia Gentileschi and Elisabeth Vigee-Lebrun and the
composers Frathesca Caccini and Alice Mary Smith deserve to be
represented and studied in survey courses. Some of the names men-
tioned in association with men actually enjoyed greater reputations
in their own day than the men. Clara Wieck was an example. Before
her Marriage, she composed a numbef of works ati.1 gave successful
concerts in Vienna, Weimar, Copenhagen, St. Petersburg, and
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WOMEN'S STUDIES

Moscow besides being named court pianist to the Austrian emperor.
Schumann became known as "the artist's husband.-

If there were sp many w omen in the fine arts, w h do our schools
remain silent on their contributions? Sophie Drinker has w ritten an
anthropological explanat:an hich deserves careful stud.' In sonic
ages, such as the Golden Period of Greece, women's contributions
were welcomed. Sappho ma) well have been to music and poetry
what Pericles was to sculpture.

Later, tribal and religious taboos effectively cut women off from
easily producing music. Those taboos help to explain the repression
of women composers by Sibelius, Mendelssohn's opposition to his
own sister's efforts to publish her w orb, Sir Thomas Beecham's deri-
sive comments about women musicians, and the many refusals of
music faculties to admit brilliant women students even w hen those
prospective students had w on outstanding prizes with their com-
positions. Those taboos ha. e been reinforced also by other Social
forces, such as male control of patronage and the fine arts press.

Finally, some women artists and musicians sublimated a signif-
icant portion of their creati. e energies intollie rote of rnot lief and
wife. Clara Wieck provides a useful illustration. Wieck found herself
a widow with seen children at the age of t hirt -1h e. In order to sur-
v ix e, she spent more time giving i.oncerts and teaching than she did
composing. In her mature y ears she did not command an office of
leadership that allow eel her to compose. From her sense of self-
sacrifice and compassion, she spent her energies popularizing
Beethoven's and Schumann's work. and nurturing Brahma, and her
Own development languished

Direct Teaching

Make use of elementar) music mat, Lials that do not give sex
stereot ped role. to the students. such as The Grange Song Book.

Demonstrate to our students the possibilities of new themes in
art is -a -xis the feminist art moxements in New York and
California in 1969 and the early 1970's One example is the
Womanspace exhibition house directed by Judy Chicago. (See
her book. Through the Plotter. My Struggle as a Woman Artist.
New York: Doubleday, 1975 )

Invite local women artists. MUSIC Lin.. and artisans to our class.

Build female role exemplars for your students.
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Indirect Tend ing

Fine Arts

Add to your library collection works which will help students ap-
preciate great !women artists and composers. Eleanor Tufts' Our
Hidden Heritage: Five Centuries of Women Artists (New York:
Paddington Ness, Ltd., 1974) and Sophie Drinker's Music and
Women, The .tort' of Women in Their Relation to Music New
York: Coward-cCann, Inc., 1948) are indispensable works. A
two-volume LP, "Woman's Work" (Gemini Hall Records RAP
1010), contains/the music of some outstanding post-Renaissance.
western women composers.

Find a copy of the Venezuelan national anthem (composed by
Teresa Carrefici).

Ask the music/teacher to haze an occasional student-conductor
day when boil' boys and girls can be asked to ,try out the
leadership experience.

Encourage students of both sexes to compose.

Recognize thi. birthdays of famous w omen artists and composers.



13. Home Economics

lionic economics educators have felt for years that their subject
suffered from the inadequate image of 'cooking and sewing only

.Students and the public too often have missed the larger possi-
bilities in this field.

Interpersonal relations have been stressed by home economics
educators as an area badly in need of greater attention. Problems of
sex role stereotyping offer large possibilities for the enrichment of
class discussions. A teacher may ask students to describe several
kinds of relationships between the sexes. Students may choose
characters from li:erature, from television, and from people they
know. Students may learn to diagnose relationships by means of
simple oppositions. love-hate, strong-weak, rich-poor. After the
short diagnoses, students may study other concepts of relationships
between the sexes and make longer diagnoses. Masculine/
Feminine. a book of readings edited by Betty Roszak and Theodore
Rosza, contains several useful essays.' 'One example is "Women as
a Minority Croup,- by Helen Mayer flaCker. Hacker observes an
economic basis beinwi the relations between the sexes. Because the
industrial revolution made men recognize women as competitors for
jobs. intense efforts were made to drive women away from the mar
ketplace.

Since the days of the suffragettes, the relations between the sexes
have been characterized by a ty pe of opposition intermediate
between competition and outright conflict. tacker calls this inter-
mediate type of opposition -contra% ention.- Contravention occurs
w hen couples bicker or snipe at each other instLat: of resolving their
conflict. The sarcastic fantasies of James Thurber assume a new im-
.portance when they are dewed against Hacker's theoretical back-
ground. The home economics teacher who wishes to move into the
era of psychological androgyny must help young people reshape

marital relationships to a% oid contravention. The replacement of
competition by cooperation w mild be a good first step. Probably
ev en more important is the avoidance of comparisons based upon

sexual classification.
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lInme econeics teachers may want to relate the concept Of
futurism to married and single life-styles. What w ould an ideal mar-
riage consist of? What are the advantages and disadvantages of
single life or married life? Jessie Bernard has devoted a large amount
of research to a variety of American marital practices in her book,
The Future of Marriage. Bernard's search for v arious marital forms
even included science fiction. She mentions Poul Anderson's Virgin
Planet in which there are three ty pes of marriage. For the male the
first marriage was to satisfy sexual urges. the second v% as for re-
production of the species, and the third w as for mature companion-
ship. The sequence was arranged differently (by this male w riter) for
women. the first marriage w as for reproduction of the species, the
second was to satisfy sexual urges. and the third %%as for companion-
ship.2

Home economics courses may include studies of factors that ce-
ment and maintain successful marriag, s or that yield strongly inde-
pendent or interdependent life-sty les. A 1975-76 study of over 4,000
Ohio high school students revealed that one of their chief concerns
was the break up of families, yet this subject ranked as one of the
least frequently taught in their schools.3

Feminist views can also enrich a home economics curriculum by
relating homemaking and career roles. The career education mo% e-
ment calls for the classroom teacher to have a riaer acquaintance
and a more intimate tie with the industrial world. Elizabeth
Simpson notes that the traditional home economics teacher lacks
personal experience v% tt h the careers that are outside of education.'

Direct Teaching

Hold discussions about sex discrimination and feminism Inv ite
feminist speaker to assist with the class discussions.

Examine a variety of life-sty les among v arious classes and cul-
tures. Study patriarchal, shared, and matriarchal examples.
Examine nuclear, single-parent, and VA tended-famay patterns.

Encourage students of both sexes to develop homemaking skills.

Study causes of div oree and reasons for successful marriages.

Relate nutrition to health and longevity. Examine the correlates
of stress and life expectanc% in males and the ways in v% hich diet
may combat the effects of stress.
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Indirect Teaching

Recruit and girls to advanced elective courses in home (To-
nomits. and require tocducational home economics in the junior
high-middle school years

Work closely %%all the business tommunitv. Build options in the
minds of the students for a s arietv of careers. Demonstrate the
applications of home econinnics to such occupations as chef.
food inspector. journalist. buyer, and advertiser

Develop a greater understanding of vv oinen;s turrent and future
partu. ipation in the vv ork force Encourage girls and boss to ex-
plore nontraditional career models
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14. Foreign Language

Many of the sexist concerns of the social Studies and English
teache., die applicable to the work-of the foreign language instruc-
tor. Yet at least three factors combine to create some special
concerns for foreign language instruction.

The first of these factors is the increasing pressure for revision of
, sexist textbooks. Some older texts still have cartoons that depict

women as little more than sex objects, and they often have a pi-
caresque stricture using, for example, a boy from the United States
and his brother going on a trip with their father. Stereotypes
abound, and there are suggestions of elitism The focus is from out-
side the new country in. Newer approaches have fewer stereotypes
and present the culture from inside the country out.

The second factor is. that of gender. Spanish, French, and
German, the foreign languages most American students study,
exhibit more differentiation of nouns, pronouns, and adjectives by
sex than English doesFor example, they is neuter in English, but
not in Spanish and Portuguese If a crowd contains 99 w omen and
one man, the pronoun they still is masceiline. Many American begin-
ning foreign language students are i nbescent, and perhaps this
changing phase in their lives accounts i i part for their curiosity over
gender in a new language Teachers stretimes exploit this interest
when they see it :.-ousel, so that a virtual -sev trip occurs. But
there are other ways to approach the teaching of gender which may
produce a healthier attitude in studentsi

The third factor that affects sexism in foreign language instruc-
tion involves ethnocentrism, feminism and the other culture. Al-
though- some educators claim that tl ey have rid themselves of
ethnocentrism, no one escapes entirely/ It seems only natural that
foreign language teachers should (level )13 a passion for the language
and culture of a given country. The p oblem arises over the degree
to which the teacher should unquestic ningly accept a sexist practice
from that other culture.
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An example from Japanese may illustrate the problem. It is said
to be customary in cons ersa tion to refer to a husband but not to a
wife, for . a wife is not considered w orthy of mention or is to be
kept private.''' floss should a feminist foreign languag'e teacher ap-
proach or as oid such an example? Some anthropological purists
might argue that the practice shotild he passed on to students as is,
because any sariation could represent a foreign intrusion Possibly
the test of whether to accept a sexist practice in a language might be
to substitute racism or cannibalism. Would we be satisfied with leas-
ing those practices in .situ ss i i, ut suggesting any alternatives?

Direct Teaching

Examine current foreign magazine articles for es idence of
feminist interest and altern a tis es to the older SeK role
stereotypes

Collect samples of foreign feminist journals, such as the Sw edish
!kraut.

Help the students understand the w ay s in w hich languages
contribute to sex role stereots ping and the w ays in w hich this
problem is being (-greeted.

In order to place the mat /nano problem in perspectise, mention
the presence of matriarchal %Wages and areas within larger
societies

I se %owel harmony as a means of introducing the concept of
gender rather than sexuality In many instances. the teacher can
sas Listen- to the endings \s another alternatise. the teacher
may speak of classes of nouns

Indirect Teaching

.n.en ie.. a lances of guests sho basetraselled in the country
under studs

Maintain a yaneel. up-to-date collection of n.agazines, books.
new %papers. and other artifacts from the country

Menton important w omen m the foreign culture such as Gab-
riela Nhstral. the Nobel-Prim-winning poet from Chile. or
Catherine the Great of Russia
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- 15. Industrial and Vocational Education

If we examine the basic goals of industrial arts as stated in 1968
by the American Vocational Association Revision Committee, we
find five goals, all rev plying around the indiv idual and the, industrial
society in which he or she lives. These are:

1. To develop an insight and understanding of industry and its place
in our culture.

2. To discos er and develop talents, aptitudes. interests, and
potentialities of individuals for technical pursuits and applied
sciences.

3. To develop an understanding of industrial processes and the
practical application of scientific principles.

. 4. To develop basic skills in the proper t.se of common industrial
tools, machines. and processes.

To develop proble0-solv ing and creative abilitie., inv olv ing the
materials, processes. and products of industry.'

These goals appear to be equally significant for y (mug men and
women. In 1976 the NEA ass;mbled a Bicentennial Panel that re-
examined the cardinal ?fineiples of 1918.2 The Panel's v iews resem-
bled the goals expressed abov e, and are important for boys and girls.

However, translating three worthy goals into common
experiences for both sexes remains a major problem. The Title IX
amendments have made the problem a pressing issue

Junior high and middle schools have discos ered that it is easy to
correct the channeling which formerly sent boys throng!. industrial
arts r.nd girls into home economics If the subjects are required, they
should be taken by both sexes. The simplicity of the schedule
changes which mix the sexes contrasts sharply with the rigidity of
the sex discrimination that kept them apart for decades.
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WOMEN'S STUDIES

taut in the hirh school the task of crack ating sex discrimination
enrollments in the praLtiL al arts is not so eas). Future plans that in-
clude marriage. militar) ser%ice. college. and other post-sqLonclar)
educational 5% ork int en cue and often split students up into dozens
of electives Sex stereot) pert attitudes reinforce Lourso choices.
Disproportionate numbt rs of girls art found in set retarial-related
studies. and a preponderant. t of bo) 5 are m rotational agriculture.

Direct Teaching

Include Lonstionsness-raising aLtiv Ries in tilt ((inferences and
workshops for Industrial eduLators. Consider 5% la) some industrial
educators resist !lasing girls as students awl others %%donne
them. Examine career education materials for evidence of sex
stereot) ping Make alternative materials available that present a
fair treatment of the sews

IteLmit promising students and tt ac hers of both sews to praitical
arts programs Encourage %%omen teaclwrs uI industrial arts and
vocational agriLultur to appear as role examplars so that the
can attract larger numbers of female students

Discuss the sexist prat tit es that students entounter at their off-
campus work stations in distributiv e education classes

phut.% the dim t of %kluges m let imoio* on the functional
fele% ance of traditional sr. roles

Indirect Teaching

E.pcninrlit ss,th ( Ic t tires .1111t1 mints (purses in practical arts
(lasses in order to mine% e a more balanced enrollment I tort itul-
titre electives. for CV111111,1V. base appealed to both sews

Inv at adult ex( mplars of both sews to the tlassroom as resource
speakers

(litilt.11)1(` 11111111/Crs of men .ottl ss omen business
representattv es to sent on career rdllt af1011 .advisors OMIllit-
t et's

1)1)1% lessons 111(1 at (Is flit. Ill futurism 10 a number of the
prat tit al arts SIR It learning t ,pertenies could int hide an exami-
nation Of present prOjttrd se. roles
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16. Counseling

Counselors and teachers can help each other des clop sensitis ilk's
to sex role stereoty ping and ss ork toss ard its elimination. School
counselors may be able to sere as a catalyst for change in class-
rooms as well as in the counseling office. For example, they may use
small group guidance sessions for both sexes to engagt' in conscious-
ness raising, assertise behas lot training, saines clarification, career
guidance, and family life planning. if teachers are kept informed of
the rationale for such actisities, they may %%ink cooperatively to
plan and coordinate parallel and folloss:up actisities for the
classroom Counselors, working cooperatisely %%WI faculty, may be
able to develop in-service programs related to the need for in-
tegrated approaches to %%omen's studies. Many of the ways foe
contributing- to ss omen's studies programs in schools are identified
in the growing body of literature on nonsexist counseling.

The connseling,,office should 5% ork closely %salt the Title IX coor-
dinator in each sehool system to insure that discrimination in educa-
tional pmgrams or actis it ies is eliminated and presented from recur-
ring. School districts receising federal money are required by Title
IX to appoint a coordinator and to issue policy statements on dis-,
trict commitment to eliminate sex discrimination in employment
and educational programs Counselors should help interpret these
policies to students and to other school personnel. The U.S. Office
of Education has issued materials for helping districts comply with
Title IX.' In 1973 Cook and Stone urged that in es cry educational
institution there he at least one place where female students and
staff could bring their concerns %%kb confidence and faith that their
concerns %%mild be %less ed seriously and handled fairly 2 Title IX re-
quires that students be made ass arc of nondiscriminatory policies.
As students become ass are of these policies, they may become inure
sensitive to sexist practices %% Rh the result that the counselor ss ill be
needed as a s, -nnen's advocate
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To become full} act are of discriminator} counseling practices un-
covered -b} researchers, and to plan strategies for eliminating the
detrkinental effects of sex ride stereot} ping. counselors should es-
tablish a basic resource file The resource file may be used ss it h or I)}
students, staff, and Lominunit} inmbcrs. Ilelp in establishing such
a file can he obtained from the American Personnel and Guidance
Association's Sex Equality in Guidance Opportunities Project
(SEGO) (1607 Ness Hampshire Avenue, N.W , Washington, D.C.
20009). The SEGO Project represents a copriliiated national effort
to provide technical assistance to geinentar}, and secondary school
counselors and related educational personnel so that the} may
recognize and change the detrimental and limiting effects of the sex
role stereot ping ss finch prevents children from developing and
utilizing their full capabilities.' Among the SECO materials is a list
of State Trainers in each state and the District of Columbia.
Nlidtimedia kits have been developed by the Projectfor...State
Trainers to use for display and discussion in local cvorkshops

Another important resource for the school counselors' file is Sex
Fairness in Career Gaulani e. .1 Learning 'hit, a set of materials
developed under a contract from the Natiinial Institute of Educa-
tion Included arc discussions of traditional- family 'and occupaz
tonal roles for both sexes. an hitroduction to a sex-fair guidance
program, an annotated resource guide to readings, and other audio-

visual material The counselor may ss ish to share this kit with
teachers, administrators, and librarians

.Counselors should cooperate %%ith teachers in conducting career
%%orkshops for %%omen students for man} reasons Young %%omen
slum a decreasing interest in expressing career choices after their
junior high }ears s Girls are found in disproportionate numbers in
certain seunidar% xfool suhjccis such as typing and shorthand, and
their practical arts experiences appear to acquaint them ss it h old} a
(muted range of career choices Until recently Females %%ere ex-
hided from significant vocational schools and career programs such

as the c hefs st.h ,,, Et en nos% their numbers are %Mali III the pres-
tigious trade. tee !mica!, and industrial education curriculums

It is not secret that certain high status professions such as
medicine. dentistry. engineering, and lass have' fess %%omen

represer,tatives Though scicn«e and mathematic, are essential in
some of these fields, %%omen graduate from high school %%ith Made-

(pate at Wilde, to and and bat kgrolind in these subjects As a e

noted earlier. girls tend to assoc kite those four fields %%ith the male

sex
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Counseling

Young women need career education programs which will help
lessen such difficulties and limitations. They need more than larger
representation in certain classes and fields, however. In the period
of' transition to psychological androgyny, special help will he re-
quired to furnish women with the self-confidence to succeed in new
careers. Women must be helped to dis over the various and intri-
cate niles and practices within their desi ed careers. Gaining entry is
not enough; women must also learn about the pitfalls and promises.

The concept that "actions speak limder than words- applies
clearly to women's studies For example, career leaflets selected for
display in the guidance office may go a long NN ay toward either sup-
porting other nonsexist messages from counselors or in contradict-
ing them. Any materials not written with the explicit intention of
including wider options for women are likely to be counterproduc-
tive Boys as well as girls should see career materials portraying new
roles for women in the world of work and new roles for both sexes in
the home.

The counselor's office is not immune to myths about women's
place, capabilities, natural preferences, and suitabilities. Counselors
should help both sexes distinguish between biological realities and
cultural inventions. Sex role standards are a prime example of a
pervasive cultural ins ention _Although these standards are in a state
of flux and it appears that psychological androgyny is on the ho-
rizon, it is the y out h of each generation that determines the cultural
inventions of the coming decadesas Margaret Mead reminds us in
Culture, and Commitment 6 Counselors can work with other school
staff in helping youth Understand the limitations of traditional sex
role standards in the context of our current technology, our family
and social institutions, and our increasingly female work force.
Counselors can also help youth identify way, ill N IliCh myths about
women have served to socialize both, sexes to accept a sex
stereoty ped world, a world that is rapidly becoming outmoded by
recent state and federal legislative actiot.s, executive ord:rs, and
court rulings.

The Women's Bureau of the U S. Department of Labor widely
distributed a list of myths and realities about women that can be
helpful in combating the my th that the prospect of marriage and a
career creates an either:or situation for women. For example, the
Women's Bureau reports that nine out of ten women will work at
some time in their lives, most of them because of pressing economic.
need. Furthermore, fewer and few er women leave work for mar-
riage and children. Of those N% ho do take a break to have children,
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most return to or k ))hen their children are in school Es en %%Rh
break in employ meat the aserage °man ssorker ma) espect tc,
work for 25 years, and 110111. s1ork up to -15) cars

Ninths about certain careers being more compatible %%Rh
55..mcn's roles base been p( rpetuated hs means of biased textbooks.
sesist careers materials. and us en 55 cll-mcaning counselors Women
has e been depicted in estremel) hunted roles in school textbooks in
all subject areas For esample. a detailed anal) sis of 2.760 short
stories from elementary school reading tests found that men )sere
slims n in 117 different occupations. but ))oaten )s ere slum n in only
25.7 Some of the 25 female occupations )sere of dubious economic
sake g.. ))itch. queen, fat lad) in a circus)

In a comprehensise stud) of post-1970 high school les el career
guidance materials. fetter and others found ses role stereotyping in
almost all of the 9.-)00 pages and 1.850 dlust rations anal) zed Since

differences HI actin's ument appear to he Ilea% il) dependent upon
student perception of goon areas to g mathematics. reading.
science) as ses appr(Ipnate Or sex niappopriate, t he subtle messages
about careers found in most materials has(' strong implications for
the counselor intent On combating ins the ".")."

floss eser. before counselors can combat the myths afloat in the
media and elsess here t hes need to get the cobssehs out of their oss n

corners In a res mess of research on counselor ses bias. Schlossberg
and hetofesa found definite indications that counselors ascribe
particular ses roles to men Mid V11)111C11 and that counselor inters less

helms ior reflects these biases 12 Nor is this bias limited jo male
counselors Thomas and Stess art. fur esample. found that both male
and female counselors rated female clients %% Rh -des late- e . not
traditir walls female) career goals to be more in need of counseling
than those )salt conforming' nu e , 0-m110011.in% feminine) goals 13

Aprons found that counselors perceis sunnen's Career roles to be
isolated frum or incompatible ss it h other female roles 14

(:ounselors need to esamine their belief %%stems about %%omen
based upon facts, preferred futures. and current projections Is it
true, as Brost-T/11.M .11111 .1.0,01:1.1tr% sulggest, that counselors of both
sews se( health) %% omen as differing from health) men being less

objectise. less independent, less ads enturous. less aggressis e, less
compehtise, more submissise, more casil) influenced. more C1110-
tional. -mon. (-unable in minor crises, more like!) to has e their feel-
ings hurt. more ouceited about their appearance. and as has mg a
dislike for math and %dent e "I' If so. is it not likels that these expec-
tations and other ins ths ssill be«une self-fulfilling prophecies')
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Counseling

There are at least two reasons why counselors should become
closer to the instructional process. Studies have shown that student-
expressed need for help in career planr:Ig is in sharp contrast to the
help students feel they have receivt ' from their ;:ounselors.16
Preliminary findings of the National Longitudinal Stud> of the High
School 'Class of 1972 indicate the typical counselor has an average
case load of about 350 students and spends less than one-fourth of
his or her time working with students on career or educational
concerns."

Some counse3prs are attempting to extend their contacts by using
group counseling. Teachers and administrators should invite
counselors to participate in instruction. Counselors often have skills
in assertive behavior training, values clarification, the psychology of
women, and small group discussion that may prove valuable in sur-
vival lessons for women.

Direct Teaching /Counseling

Conduct career workshops in nontraditional careers for both
sexes.

Establish a resource file for students and teachers.

Counsel girls to move toward freedom from sex role stereotypes.

Counter Inv the with facts about w omens place and potential.

Train teaching teams to conduct assertive behavior training, to
conduct values clarification exercises, and to discuss feminism.

Indirect Teaching/Counseling

Select nonsexist career guidance materials

Become aware of ways to avoid counselor bias

/
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17. Extracurriculum and Administration

Because the extracurriculum of the school is important to
students, it is subject to the same guidelines on sex role stereotyping
as the curriculum. Students learn about the importance of women's
roles from the trophy cases in the hall and from staffing patterns in
the principal's office.

School sponsored events and trips should be equally accessible to
girls and boys. Service and hobby clubs should encourage equal par-
ticipation by both sexes. For example, the audio-visual equipment of
the school is often maintained by cap:1Jc students w ho learn about
the technical operation and care of equipment But if only boys are
expected to know about such things, students learn to associate such
tasks with males.

There is some evidence from counseling research that engineers
may be more likely to have had various model-building hobbies
Gordon Odegaard found in his nagetian research that young boys
perform linear spatial arrangement tasks with miniature telephone
poles more easily than young girls) lie noted how frequently the
boys referred to prev iously play with model trains and how familiar
the tasks appeared to them. Girls need early experiences with model
building and electric trains, too.

Bands and orchestras often display sex role stereotyping in the
frequency with which boys and girls play certain instruments In

some dist nets both boys and girls enjoy the violin through upper
elementary But at that point, a negative image sometimes appears
to drive the boys away from this mstrumentperhaps to the greater
masculine safety of the trumpet, the tuba, and the bass and kettle
drums.
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-Extracurriculum and Administration

In recent years, cheerleaders have usually been girls. Boys may
try out for the squad, but they often suffer, as the central character
in C. H. Frick's teen-age novel, Comeback Guy, discovered.2 Awk-
ward attempts have been made to preserve male representation on
squads by reviving the term -yell leader." Girls, however, continue
to be called cheerleaders. Meanwhile, other supportive roles in
athletic pageants such as porn-porn girl and baton twirler are even
more heavily occupied by females.

Junior versions of community service clubs represent another
category of extracurricular activity. Teen-age clubs, such as the
satellites of Kiwanis, have reportedly voted to become coeduca-
tional, but their elders managed to get a specific exemption to Title
IX regulations for just such clubs. Unless administrators, teachers,
students, and school board members decide that both sexes have a
-right-to-memberthip and that this right is based upon a higher level
of ethics than that represented by the Title IX regulations, these
clubs will no doubt continue to function on the school premises in a
sex segregated fashion.

Young women need to see successful female managerial role
models in their every day lives. Women executives should not be so
rare that they appear only in human interest stories in obscure
journals If we believe vke live in a pluralistic society, we should ex-
pect to seewid encourage the development of leaders from all seg-
ments of our society Administrators arc familiar with the staffing
philosophy that calls for a balanced representation among the
teachers. Some superintendents have extended this philosophy to
their administrative teams, but this ideal has seldom included
women. A balance of males and females on a school system's
administrative team is likely to create more balanced planning and
management of the extracurriculumW,hich depends heavily on
administrative guidance.

Direct Steps Toward Remediation

i Encourage club sponsors, officers, and others to recruit equitable
numbers of both sexes.

If some extracurricular organizations persist in sexual discrimina-
tion in the face of repeated efforts to reform them, deny them the
use of school premises for their activities.

Refuse to accept awards from organizations outside the school
that practice sexual and racial discrimination.
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Hire and support women administrators. A muse). of a medium-
sized school system still usuall). disclose several women faculty
who have administrative credentials. In addition, colleges of
education are graduating increasing numbers of vs omen with ad-
vanced degrees in educational administration These graduates
are often inc.re mobile than their predecessors.

Design intern programs within our school district I lay e a com-

bination of t> pes some ma} be for a full year, others for a few
months on a rotating basis.

Sponsor women ss ho shuns interest and abili4 in administration
Encourage them to oversee activities in the school district that
gas e them managerial know ledge Ask them tc join committees
that have significant responsibilities, such as the negotiations
team;

Indirect Teaching

Sponsors of model building, chess, math games, science, and re-
lated clubs should work with cmuiselors to encourage more girls
to join and enjov such groups

Music teachers should encourage members of both sexes to avoid
sex stereotped choices when selecting musical instruments

Conduct an os erall es aluat nut of the extracurricular program :n
colinectwa with a school accreditation kit Pa} particular atten-
tion to problems of sex discrimination

Give vs omen v 'slide leadership roles, sod' as assuming reponsi-
bilit for assembly programs acid public relations

Encourage wonu a to attend administrative conferences and
meetings on women's studies and Title IX

Take w omen to meetings where the% can listen to the shoptalk of
other admin:strators and see bow problems are ironed out.

Encourage vs onien to develop sports coaching and officiating
knowledge
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